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WELCOME FROM THE CHAIR
The taxation of labour in a fast-changing world …we need to develop a
coherent approach.
If I were to pick two highlights of 2017 from an employment taxes perspective
they would be the publication of the Taylor Review of Modern Working
Practices (“the Taylor Review”) and the judgement of the Supreme Court in
Rangers Football Club Plc v Advocate General for Scotland 2017 UK SC 45
(Rangers). As it happened, both occurred in July so that was a busy month.
The Taylor Review
Colin Ben-Nathan
Chair, Employment Taxes SubCommittee
Colin is a tax partner at KPMG
LLP and can be contacted at
colin.ben-nathan@kpmg.co.uk
or on 0207 311 3363.

The CIOT welcomed Matthew Taylor’s proposals to bring greater fairness to the
workplace, particularly as regards those working in the gig economy. However,
the proposals went well beyond employment law and considered the tax and
National Insurance Contributions (NIC) position too. Even though tax and NIC
were not in his original remit, Taylor appreciated that he could not ignore the
fiscal consequences of the different ways people work because that is often
a key driver for businesses in preferring self-employment to employment.
In particular, because of the not so small matter of 13.8% employer’s NIC
applicable in the latter case. There is also a significant difference in the Class
4 NIC rate (9%) applicable to the self-employed and the Class 1 employee NIC
rate (12%) applicable to employees. In both cases Taylor said that there needs
to be a levelling of the playing field and I would certainly agree with him on this.
The Chancellor tried to address the Class 4/Class 1 rate differential in his March
2017 Budget but the politics defeated him which I think was a shame. However,
the taxation of labour in the 21st century is a fundamental issue and I think
we do need to develop a coherent approach to taxing employment and selfemployment, and to agree whether and to what extent it is still appropriate to
distinguish between the two, particularly as regards employer’s NIC.
We also need to consider what the alternatives are if the consensus is that
employer’s NIC is no longer fit for purpose. Perhaps a charge based on
operational costs as a whole rather than purely payroll costs? In any event
I think we urgently need a roadmap and, as CIOT put it in responding to
Taylor, “this must address what the big challenges are and how they are to be
managed over the next 5 to 10 years. Not least given increasing automation
and offshoring, less people paying tax and NIC and so on the face of it
less revenue flowing to the Treasury”. This said, it is disappointing that in
responding to Taylor the Government have said they will be acting on 52 of his
53 recommendations…but, you guessed it, not his suggestion to narrow the
differences in the tax and NIC treatment of the employed and self-employed! In
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any event Mark Groom, my vice-chair, takes stock in two
articles on pages 6 and 12.
Rangers
The judgement of the Supreme Court in Rangers is my
second highlight of 2017. Not because the end result was
a great surprise (as I felt the fact pattern was not helpful
for Rangers) but more because of what the Supreme
Court had to say as, a matter of principle, about the
operation of perhaps the most important section that
deals with employment income, i.e. section 62 of the
Income Tax (Earnings and Pensions) Act 2003.
Rangers itself revolved around contributions to an
employee benefit trust and whether those contributions
were taxable in the hands of the relevant footballers and
executives
(a) at the time of their payment or, as Rangers argued,
(b) only as and when they actually received the
subsequent loans made to them by the trust - and then
only under the benefit-in-kind rules governing loans, not
as an emolument.
In delivering a unanimous decision in HMRC’s favour, Lord
Hodge said that in making the contributions to the trust
Rangers had clearly taken action to reward the efforts of

the employees, they had acquiesced in this and whether
payment was made to them or was redirected to a trust
mattered not; the payments were taxable as section 62
emoluments and PAYE applied accordingly. Of course,
the planning undertaken by Rangers was blocked by the
disguised remuneration rules introduced by Finance
Act 2011. However, the question arises as to whether
the wide construction of section 62 favoured by the
Supreme Court applies only in a tax avoidance context,
or more generally when an employee has a choice in
receiving reward either as a direct cash payment or as
some other benefit, i.e. funded by the employer in lieu
of salary or bonus but provided by a third party. For
example, choosing a company car in lieu of an amount
of salary. Some might say that the clue is in Lord Hodge’s
opening words that “this appeal concerns a tax avoidance
scheme…” and that Rangers is therefore of more limited
application. But, if so, how does this square with Lord
Hoffmann’s comment in Norglen that tax avoidance
schemes either work or they don’t and it is not that the
legislation has “a penumbral spirit which strikes down
devices or strategies designed to avoid its terms or exploit
its loopholes. There is no such spooky jurisprudence”.
HMRC are preparing guidance on how they will apply
Rangers so no doubt we will find out shortly. David
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Heaton has more to say on Rangers on page 16.
But the reason I think that the Taylor Review and Rangers
are key developments is because they go to the very
heart of how we tax employment income in the UK.
IR35
In terms of the Taylor Review, the fact that we levy
employer’s NIC on the employed but not the selfemployed, led to the introduction of the IR35 rules
back in April 2000, to prevent the interposition of
Personal Service Companies (PSCs) and the avoidance
of employer’s NIC. Because of course, the avoidance
of employer’s NIC has been a cat and mouse game
which has been going on for many years. Last year the
Government tightened the noose with the requirement
in the public sector for businesses (rather than the PSC)
to decide whether IR35 applies and, if so, to account for
the PAYE/NIC accordingly. This being because of perceived
widespread non-compliance with the IR35 rules. But the
journey continues and Lesley Fidler has more to say on
page 20 on whether we can expect an extension of the
2017 changes to the private sector. This said, if we could
level the tax/NIC playing field as between employment
and self-employment then continued application of
sticking plaster would not be necessary. I fear, however,
it is “if” rather than “when” in light of the Government’s
response to Taylor.
Optional Remuneration Arrangements
And in terms of Rangers, as I have said, the introduction
of the disguised remuneration rules reflected the
Government’s concern that HMRC may not prevail in
Rangers, HMRC having lost in both the First and Upper
Tier Tribunals. But underlying Rangers was planning
designed to provide employees with a choice to receive
not salary or bonus but “something else”, taxable later
and based on the form in which it was then received.
And on this aspect I see parallels with the new rules on
Optional Remuneration Arrangements (OpRA), introduced
somewhat hurriedly in Finance Act 2017. The OPRA
rules provide that where an employee gives up a right to

receive earnings, or chooses to receive benefits rather
than earnings, then (exceptions aside) the employee will
be taxed on the greater of the earnings foregone or the
benefits received. And yet, as I have already indicated,
the Supreme Court judgment in Rangers suggests
that section 62 may, in any event, already catch many
benefits provided under OpRA, i.e. remuneration “which
the employee agrees should be paid to a third party, or
where he arranges or acquiesces in a transaction to that
effect”. If so, then we end up with a complex tapestry
of legislation around section 62 and OpPRA and a lack
of clarity as to precisely which rules apply and in what
circumstances. Lord Hodge is certainly correct that
“the tax code is not a seamless garment”, far from it!
Again, I think this illustrates the urgent need to develop
a coherent roadmap around how we tax employment
income. In any event Lee Knight talks further on page 23
about OpRA and how employers have been coping since
April last year.
And more!
If all this wasn’t enough we also address a number of
other important issues in this edition of Employment
Tax Voices. Richard Wyatt brings us up-to-date with
the latest development on pensions on page 28,
Eleanor Meredith discusses the changes to the rules on
termination payments on page 31, Paul Tucker assesses
key focus areas for HMRC from an employer compliance
perspective on page 37 , Susan Ball looks at work-related
training on page 40 and David Chandler (page 43) and
Peter Moroz (page 46) update us on the taxation of
mileage allowances for electric vehicles, Total People and
the future for company cars. There’s a lot to keep up with,
that’s for sure!
I would like to thank all the contributors to this edition of
Employment Tax Voices and I hope it provides you with
useful insight on some of the notable developments over
the last year.
Colin Ben-Nathan
Employment Taxes Sub-Committee Chair
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GOOD TAX: STATUS
ISSUES
Mark Groom provides an overview of the
key employment status issues
The title is intended to signpost the need for a deep dive
review of the differing tax and national insurance (NI)
treatment of employees, the fully self-employed, selfemployed “workers”, gig-economy workers and those
who engage through personal service companies. In a
separate article, I look at the Tax and NIC facets in further
detail.
This whole area is rife with subjectivity, complexity,
errors and in some cases sheer non-compliance at the
boundaries; 90% non-compliance in the case of personal
service companies and IR35 if HMRC’s statistics are
correct. Without a holistic review, we’ll be in danger
of applying sticking plasters on discrete problem areas
as they arise, rather than achieving the optimum
employment tax framework for the future. In this article
I’ll scratch the surface of some of the issues arising.
Employment status
Accompanying the government’s response to Matthew
Taylor’s excellent review was a welcome consultation on
employment status. Broadly speaking, it asks how we can
more clearly define the boundaries between statuses,
what tests we should use and whether they should be
legislated, if definitions for tax and employment rights
should be aligned, and it includes a short section on
platform based workers. It rightly notes that “the benefits
of any legislative approach would have to be considered
against any reduction in flexibility and the risk of making it
easier to get around the legislation”.
Flexibility here refers to the ability of the courts to adapt
to modern working practices. However, doesn’t that also
imply that a case heard today would not necessarily be
decided in the same way as a case heard 10 years ago?

That may not provide much comfort to the person who
was first assessed 10 years ago, but whose appeal has
taken that long to work its way to Tribunal! I would also
ask, simply, if we think it is right that so many court cases
are needed (and the time, cost and anxiety that goes with
them) to determine the answer to employment status
questions?
The questions posed in the consultation are a start,
but other questions arise, including in relation to work
elasticity and the overall economic and fiscal impact of
any potential changes, which should be considered in a
detailed tax review.
The three primary tests of employment
MacKenna J,’s summary of the essential conditions
required for employment in Ready Mixed Concrete (South
East) Ltd v Minister of Pensions and National Insurance
[1968] 2 QB 497 will be familiar to most readers:
“(i) The servant agrees that, in consideration of a wage or
other remuneration, he will provide his own work and skill
in the performance of some service for his master. (ii) He
agrees, expressly or impliedly, that in the performance of
that service he will be subject to the other’s control in a
sufficient degree to make that other master. (iii) The other
provisions of the contract are consistent with its being a
contract of service.”
The first condition combines “mutuality of obligation”
with “personal service”. It also contextualises
employment as a master-servant relationship, and leads
naturally to the second condition, the servant submitting
to the control of the master. The third condition is a check
and balance which can negate an employment outcome if
the remaining terms of the contract do not support that
conclusion.
Mutuality – what does it mean and is it of any
significance for tax purposes?
As an illustration of the confusion over the meaning
of mutuality, look no further than Para 3.20 of the
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consultation document! This says that the first test in
Ready Mixed Concrete is “An employer’s obligation
to provide work, or to pay for work done, and the
employee’s obligation to perform that work”. The
italicised words are not quoted in the extract from
the case noted above, but there are many other
commentaries that interpret mutuality as including an
obligation to provide work.
Elias J explains in Stephenson v Delphi Diesel Systems Ltd
[2003] ICR 471 that this is irrelevant:
“The significance of mutuality is that it determines
whether there is a contract in existence at all. The
significance of control is that it determines whether, if
there is a contract in place, it can properly be classified
as a contract of service, rather than some other kind of
contract.
The issue whether the employed person is required to
accept work if offered, or whether the employer is obliged
to offer work as available is irrelevant to the question
whether a contract exists at all during the period when

the work is actually being performed…”
It will typically be the case that both employees and the
self-employed enter into contracts to provide services
for consideration (apart from volunteers), so mutuality
doesn’t really help to differentiate between these two
types of status for tax during periods actually worked. In
contrast, a casual worker may need to establish a period
of continuing employment to assert a claim for certain
employment rights, which they may be able to do so if
they can show ongoing mutual obligations subsisting in
the gaps between tasks.
However, even if a lack of any obligation on an engager to
provide work and on a worker to do the work offered is
not meaningful for tax purposes, it may still be indicative
of self-employment. If nothing else, it may indicate a
complete lack of control by the engager over what work
the worker will do.
If we want to retain continuous periods of employment
for employment rights, although this is not relevant for
tax, it follows it will not be possible to truly align the
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employment definitions for these two purposes (as posed
by Question 62 in the consultation document). However,
there seems nothing wrong with that, provided there is
clarity and certainty with the definitions for each purpose.
Currently, mutuality seems to be at best, of very little
practical consequence for tax purposes and at worst,
extremely confused.
Personal service
Personal service (and its nemesis, substitution) has
always been at the heart of employed / self-employed
assessments. It is perhaps surprising that the only type
of substitution that would support self-employment,
was clarified only last year in Pimlico Plumbers Ltd and
another v Smith [2017] EWCA Civ 51. This provides two
guiding principles (1 and 2 below) and three examples
of the second principle (3, 4 and 5 below). Anything less
than this will not normally support self-employment:
1. An unfettered right to substitute another person to
do the work or perform the services is inconsistent
with an undertaking to do so personally [i.e. supports
self-employment].
2. A conditional right to substitute another person
may or may not be inconsistent with personal
performance, depending upon the conditionality. It
will depend on the precise contractual arrangements
and, in particular, the extent to which the right of
substitution is limited or occasional.
3. A right of substitution only when the contractor
is unable to carry out the work will, subject to
any exceptional facts, be consistent with personal
performance.
4. A right of substitution limited only by the need
to show that the substitute is as qualified as the
contractor to do the work, whether or not that
entails a particular procedure, will, subject to any
exceptional facts, be inconsistent with personal
performance.
5. A right to substitute only with the consent of
another person who has an absolute and unqualified
discretion to withhold consent will be consistent with

personal performance.
A point often missed is that substitution when a worker
can’t work isn’t good enough; the worker must be able
to send a substitute simply because they don’t want to
work. Another important point is that it is acceptable for
the engager to have a process to check that substitutes
are suitably qualified. Provided this does not amount to
an indirect right of veto for other reasons, this should not
prevent the substitution from supporting the case for selfemployment.
While this is very helpful in a world where personal
service is retained in our status tests, it should be noted
that this was done away with for tax purposes in April
2014 in the case of agency workers (see below). Also,
there are many cases where it is simply unrealistic that
a contractual right to substitution will ever be exercised;
determining an individual’s true employment status in
such cases is clearly much harder.
Perhaps it is more expedient to ask, in what capacity is a
person working when they are actually working: are they
personally providing service (indicating employment), or
are they delivering an outsourced service for which they
take full responsibility (indicating self-employment)?
Control and the master servant relationship
Semantics like “master-servant” may conjure an image of
some sort of Edwardian, Upstairs Downstairs relationship,
but the term helps us identify the right sort of control i.e.
that which may exist between the parties, which could
indicate employment, as opposed to regulatory controls
such as health and safety legislation, with which we
must all comply and which should have no relevance to
employment status.
In the 21st century, highly skilled/specialist roles,
including the services provided by consultants present
one of the biggest challenges to understanding
and assessing the significance of control. However,
Autoclenz v Belcher [2011] UKSC 41 reminds us that if a
contractual right of control to a sufficient degree exists,
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then it doesn’t matter if that right is actually exercised.
Ultimately, if the engager wants to reserve the right to
have the final say this will be an indicator of employment,
even if de facto control is not necessary day to day.

would be nothing left to deliberately try to “get around”
(para 5.6 of the consultation) and the terror of incorrect
employment status assessments and corresponding
liabilities would be quelled.

We turn again to Ready Mixed Concrete where MacKenna
J, identified control over what work is done, how it
is done, and where and when it is done, as the four
key components of control. When hiring a consultant,
where and when are matters likely to be dictated by the
particular work in question and will usually be a neutral
indicator. Similarly, agreeing the scope of work that needs
to be done and methodology to be used, will often be
agreed between the parties in a grown up conversation,
with very little (if any) de facto control while the work
progresses. In these circumstances the control test can
often reduce to, who has the ultimate right of control
over such matters, should it need to be exercised.

Tax could still be collected in the most appropriate way
for each type of status, so employees could still be subject
to PAYE, but fully self-employed individuals could continue
to pay under Self-Assessment; after all, if they are in
business on their own account, they won’t know until the
end of their accounting year whether they have made a
profit or a loss, and so whether they have any tax to pay
at all for that year. I return to the tax/NIC treatment of the
employed and self-employed in the next article.

Control over the manner in which work is done was
chosen as the only test of control for the application of
PAYE/NIC to agency workers under s44 ITEPA 2003 – see
below. Learning points from that legislation should be
reviewed when considering legislating employment
status tests in due course. It may be that this is all that is
needed in primary legislation, with other factors such as:
the ability to profit from one’s own sound management;
the provision of substantial equipment; financial risk;
integration etc. included in secondary legislation, these
comprising the third of MacKenna J’s tests in Ready Mixed
Concrete.
Conclusions on employment status tests
The consultation on employment status is a first brave
step forward, but are the questions asked bold enough?
For example, could we not also ask why, for tax and NIC
purposes, there should be any boundaries between the
employment statuses at all? It would be perfectly possible
(and necessary for the purpose of establishing continuous
periods of employment as indicated above) to retain the
boundaries for employment law purposes, whatever is
chosen for tax. Absent dividing lines for tax/NIC, there

Worker status
Section 230(3)(b) Employment Rights Act 1996 seeks to
provide certain rights and protections to self-employed
people who are substantively and economically in a
similar position to employees e.g. where they are to
some degree subordinate to and dependent on their
engagers. Hence Matthew Taylor’s suggestion to rename
them “Dependent Contractors”. The legal definition of
such a Limb (b) worker, is someone who undertakes
to perform personally services for another party to a
contract, unless that other party is a client of the worker’s
business undertaking. You have to turn to the case of
Byrne Brothers (Formwork) Ltd v Baird & Others [2002]
ICR 667 for confirmation of the policy intention noted
above, which was indeed to protect those who may be
“Dependent Contractors”.
Specifically, the main rights, entitlements and protections
enjoyed by employees and Workers (but not the fully
self-employed) relate to: protection for whistle-blowers;
protection from unlawful deduction from wages; unlawful
discrimination, working time, holiday pay, auto-enrolment
pension contributions, and the National Minimum Wage/
National Living Wage. The main rights and entitlements
enjoyed only by employees (not workers or the fully
self-employed) include SSP, Jobseekers Allowance,
redundancy payments, statutory notice entitlement,
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flexible working rights, and protection under TUPE.
Commercially, a Worker is less likely to be exposed
to financial risk. They will often be paid on an output
or time basis so the profit or loss point faced by the
fully self-employed is less relevant to the collection of
taxes in the case of Workers. This suggests that some
type of withholding may be appropriate, should there
be any concerns over collection of tax. This could be
administered through the platforms which are already
sophisticated enough to be able to track workers and
allocate work, which then forms the basis of payments to
be made to them.
Question 42 of the consultation asks if we agree with the
conclusion from Matthew Taylor’s review that the worker
definition should place less emphasis on personal service
(and by inference, substitution). If a Worker can send
a substitute but nevertheless remains in a subordinate
position in need of the rights and protections noted
above, then perhaps substitution should not be allowed
to stand in the way of Worker status. This was the
approach taken with agency workers, using an amended
application of personal service in April 2014 (see below).
I see no reason why personal service in the Worker
definition could not be amended similarly.
NIC presents more of a challenge. Para 6.19 notes
Matthew Taylor’s suggestion to tax self-employed
“Workers” like employees. In the article on tax/NIC below,
I’ll explain why bringing Workers into PAYE/NIC may
actually reduce the overall level of NIC paid by Workers,
particularly in the gig-economy.
Agency workers
Agency Workers are yet another category of worker.
Agency workers are self-employed but they are subject to
PAYE/NIC if (in short) they:
1. personally provide services to another person under
or in consequence of a contract between a client and
a third person (the agency); unless
2. it is shown that the manner in which they provide

their services is not subject to (or to the right of)
supervision, direction or control by any person (the
“SDC” test).
This approach shines a light on any potential future
employment status framework which might be enacted
for employees/workers generally:
•

•

•

•

Note first that substitution has not been relevant
to the PAYE/NIC treatment of agency workers since
2014. Prior to that, an agency worker had to be
under an obligation to personally provide service
so, if they could send a substitute, the agency rules
would not apply. Since then, s44 applies whenever
an agency worker personally provides service, even if
he/she can send a substitute at other times. This will
normally be the case for agency workers; however,
exceptionally, their engager may be responsible for
delivering an outsourced service to the client rather
than supplying labour; in that case, s44 would be
unlikely to apply and the relevant question should
revert to whether or not the workers are employees
of their engager.
Second, the control test presumes there is SDC (so
that PAYE/NIC is the default tax treatment) unless the
agency can show there is no SDC. Similarly, any new
employment status test could deem employed status,
unless it can be shown self-employed status applies.
Third, the SDC test does not consider all four
components of control noted in Ready Mixed
Concrete, but is only concerned with the manner in
which (i.e. how) the services are provided.
Fourth, any overlay of the third set of tests noted
in Ready Mixed Concreate (e.g. provision of own
equipment) is abandoned in the case of agency
workers.

Having said that, the SDC test is not without its own
challenges, and it may be that this is too narrow a
proxy for an employment status test more generally.
However, it dispenses with mutuality and substitution
which are often misunderstood, misapplied, and seem
of limited relevance to achieving the policy objectives
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behind worker and agency worker status. So, given its
relative simplicity, it could provide a model for any future
employment status framework, possibly also abandoning
any overlay of the third set of tests noted in Ready Mixed
Concreate.

PROFILE
Mark Groom

Incorporation
One thing that doesn’t leap out in Matthew Taylor’s
report, nor the government’s response to it, is that the
rights, protections and entitlements intended to be
provided to employees and Workers, largely go out the
window if individuals engage through personal service
companies (PSCs). This is on the basis that it’s not very
helpful to suggest that the Worker’s entitlement can be
self-delivered through his/her PSC.
So, going forward, if engagers find that contractors
working for them are employees or Workers, and this was
not intended or desired, they may simply insist on them
engaging through PSCs to avoid all the Employment Law
obligations they would otherwise be faced with. Workers
may even find this attractive since, unless IR35 applies,
they’ll also be able to access lower tax rates (see below).
Summary

Mark is a Partner in Deloitte’s Employer Services practice,
specialising in employment tax and employee reward.
Mark currently advises the public and private sectors on
key employment related issues in particular strategies
for (tax/NIC) cost minimisation, employee benefits and
incentive schemes, improving compliance and minimising
tax/NIC risk. Mark can be contacted at: 2 New Street
Square, London, United Kingdom, EC4A 3BZ

This short paper cannot possibly surface all the issues
that need to be thought about, but if it brings together
things that people are already starting to discuss and
crystallises any other thoughts, that will at least be
something.
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GOOD TAX – THE
TAX COST
Mark Groom considers the main tax and
NIC issues related to the determination of
status issue
Tax burden is highest amongst employees (and PSCs
where IR35 applies), followed by self-employed sole
traders, with the least amount of tax being paid by PSCs
where IR35 does not apply. A graph of the total tax and
NIC paid by each category is provided below.
Total tax and NIC at different levels of gross income (17-18)
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The difference between employed (blue line) and selfemployed (green line) is £1,746 at earnings of £25,000,
and is accounted for mostly by employer’s NIC. The
difference between the self-employed line and the redline (PSC where IR35 does not apply) is a further £766,
and is accounted for mostly by the rate of corporation tax,
which is planned to reduce further over coming years,
making incorporation even more tempting.
It is sometimes suggested that a lower rate of NIC
for the self-employed incentivises and/or rewards
entrepreneurialism, risk, flexibility, and job creation
associated with self-employment. No one would argue
against these positives and we would canvass for wider
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tax policy to ensure they are fully supported in one way or
another. However, I am not convinced that entrepreneurs
are who they are as a consequence of the NIC regime.
As advocated by the Institute of Fiscal Studies and
many people more learned than me, there are plenty of
other ways to provide a more causal link between fiscal
incentives and desired outcomes.
I would only add that we really need a modern
reassessment of the full economic and fiscal impact of
any proposed changes, before we can consider moving
forward with any potential alternatives.
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Getting it wrong
Many contractors will happily engage on a selfemployed basis for years enjoying paying tax through
self-assessment and NIC at the lower Class 2/4 rates.
Funny though how, when things go wrong, they suddenly
consider themselves employees or workers, usually
claiming holiday pay, unfair dismissal, and these days
possibly also NMW/NLW and auto-enrolment pension
contributions.
If employed status is upheld, the employer can also be
liable for significant additional PAYE and primary and
secondary Class 1 NIC liabilities. PAYE liabilities can
sometimes be extinguished through a direction under
Regulation 72F of the PAYE Regulations, whereby HMRC
will check the tax has been self-assessed instead of
insisting on collection through PAYE. In that case, the
principal liability remaining will be the 3% difference
between Class 4 and primary Class 1 NIC, plus 13.8%
secondary Class 1 NIC. Where a number of contractors
are involved, and possibly a number of tax years, the
amounts soon add up. Exactly the same situation arises if
the employer has simply made a mistake in its assessment
of employment status which HMRC successfully
challenges. It is wrong that businesses can be left with
crippling liabilities, and often lengthy court proceedings,
simply as a result of vagaries in our definitions of
employment status.
Most engagers cannot afford to take these risks, so
unless they are absolutely certain that someone will be
classified as self-employed, they can mitigate their risk by
engaging workers through a personal service companies.
In my experience, tax avoidance by the engager is rarely
a consideration, although avoiding additional head-count
and additional employment related costs maybe. The tax
treatment adopted by the individual should depend on
whether or not IR35 applies.
Incorporation
Under current rules, where a private sector company pays
a PSC, and IR35 is found to apply, the PSC will be liable

for any PAYE/NIC. If the individual in that PSC is providing
the services of a director to its client, the client should
arguably account for PAYE/NIC on payments to the PSC
under s62. Since 2013, the PSC is also liable under IR35
in such circumstances, giving HMRC two bites at this sour
cherry. It is hardly satisfactory to leave the client and the
PSC to fight it out as to who should pay these liabilities.
To make matters worse, if the client pays, Reg 72F will
not provide them with any offset facility as noted above.
This is because the PSC will have paid corporation tax
and the individual will have self-assessed dividends, and
the payment made by the client will not therefore be in
respect of income which has been self-assessed. Since
April 2017, where a public authority pays a PSC and IR35
is found to apply, the public authority is liable. A Reg 72F
offset might be available in this situation, but remains
untested as yet.
Individuals who are not directors of their client, who fall
liable under IR35, can experience considerable distress
if they are asked to settle the gross PAYE/NIC arising,
without being told they can claim repayment of any
corporation tax and/or dividend tax they may have paid.
If we are trying to help taxpayers pay the right amount of
tax at the right time, it seems equally important to help
get them back to the right amount of tax if things have
gone wrong.
We are awaiting a separate consultation, not part of the
Matthew Taylor current quartet, on extending public
sector IR35 to the private sector, so that whoever pays
the PSCs will be liable if IR35 applies, whatever sector
they are in. HMRC has been reported as saying that the
public sector measures have worked well, that c.90,000
new public sector PAYE registrations have been made
since the rules were introduced, and that the loss of tax in
the private sector due to non-compliance with IR35 could
rise to c.£1.2bn per annum by 2022/23. If this is true,
combined with the obvious merit in levelling the playing
field between the two sectors, the question seems to
be when, rather than if this will happen, just as it was
proposed 18 years ago. In order to fully take on board the
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learning points from the public sector implementation of
the rules, extrapolated over a significantly broader private
sector base, I would be concerned if this was any sooner
than April 2020. I refer you to Lesley Fidler’s article on
IR35 on page 20 in the public/private sector for more
detail on this highly emotive area.
Equalising tax and NIC rates
I think most people agree that, if we are to retain
different statuses for tax purposes, part of any future
solution should be to overhaul the definitions of the
various statuses as discussed above, to achieve greater
clarity and certainty in reaching the correct status
classification (once we know how we want each to be
defined). However, is this bold enough?
Our Chair, Colin Ben-Nathan, made the excellent
suggestion of replacing employer’s NIC with some sort
of consumption tax. I had also considered that a levy
could be charged on payments by business to anyone
who personally provides service, be they workers,
fully self-employed or employees. Such a levy would

replace employer’s NIC and would only not apply to fully
outsourced services. We’re on the same page.
The Office of Tax Simplification (OTS) also considered
replacing employer’s NIC with a payroll tax which should
be calculated on an Annual, Cumulative, and Aggregated
(ACA) basis. This would address the issue of employees
working in several part time employments, each one
below the Primary/Secondary Threshold, thereby
avoiding NIC on all of them. In contrast, someone in a
single employment earning the same amount in total,
would exceed the thresholds and the excess would be
subject to NIC in full.
ACA was a brilliant suggestion as it would prevent this
inequity, but further research by the OTS showed there
would be too many winners and losers. However, it would
be interesting to model where the breakeven point would
be and how many winners and losers would arise, if a
new levy on personal service was introduced across all
workers.
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Workers under PAYE/NIC?
I turn to the question of whether bringing Workers
(particularly those in the gig-economy) into the PAYE/NIC
regime, would raise any more tax or NIC. Well, such is the
nature of gigging, that they can work for whoever they
like, whenever they like. Say a gigger currently works for
three engagers earning £8,000 from each of them. Being
self-employed, the gigger includes his/her total earnings
of £24,000 as income from his/her trade, which exceeds
the Class 4 Lower Profits Limit (currently £8,164) and so
pays Class 4 NIC of £1,425 (9% of £15,836).

consultations (with more to follow), but still hoping for
a detailed tax and economic review of all these issues to
ensure the success of any future framework adopted.
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Now, say, the rules are changed so the gigger is taxed as
an employee. Unless the NIC regime is put onto an ACA
basis, the amount of NIC that would be raised will be NIL,
assuming the three sources of income would be treated
as separate employments and not aggregated. So this
move would cost £1,425 in lost Class 4 NIC.
As for tax, well that depends on whether or not you
believe the gigger is declaring all their income. If so, this
change should really only impact cashflow, but not make
a material difference to total tax payable given that unlike
NIC, tax rates are sensibly the same for employees as
for the self-employed. It may be easier to claim relief on
some expenses but at this level of earnings, something’s
probably wrong if material levels of expenses are being
claimed. If not, then applying PAYE or some other system
of withholding would make sense.

Mark is a Partner in Deloitte’s Employer Services practice,
specialising in employment tax and employee reward.
Mark currently advises the public and private sectors on
key employment related issues in particular strategies
for (tax/NIC) cost minimisation, employee benefits and
incentive schemes, improving compliance and minimising
tax/NIC risk. Mark can be contacted at: 2 New Street
Square, London, United Kingdom, EC4A 3BZ

Summary
This short paper cannot possibly surface all the issues
that need to be thought about, but if it brings together
things that people are already starting to discuss and
crystallises any other thoughts, that will at least be
something. Any change to social security needs to be
thought through at an international level, and I haven’t
mentioned VAT once, but of course, VAT is also relevant
when considering incorporation and when moving
people from self-employed to employed tax status or
vice versa. I therefore conclude as I started, encouraged
by the debate the government has started through its
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LOAN RANGERS –
WHO’D BE A REF?
David Heaton blows the whistle at the end
of the match
The Supreme Court finally settled the Rangers EBT case
(RFC (2012) Ltd in liquidation [2016] UKSC 73) in mid2017, but certainty appears to have been provided only
to HMRC in its mission to close the tax gap. In contrast,
many outsiders are still asking questions:
•
•

•

•

How can the judgment have been correct?
How can it be squared with the various acts of
Parliament targeting avoidance that, the judgment
implies, were unnecessary and misconceived? Did
Parliament not know its own mind?
Why has the government decided to overrule the
decision in legislating for the April 2019 loan charge
on disguised remuneration?
How has HMRC managed to disregard the
longstanding PAYE rules in pursuing contractors?

The background
The ‘match’ came about because the old Glasgow
Rangers FC (unrelated to the current club, other than in
kit colour and tradition), its holding company (Murray
Group Holdings) and some associated companies, in 2001
and several later years, paid players and some senior
executives partly in the traditional way (ie, cash through
payroll) and partly in the then-trendy way (ie, cash
bonuses or even signing-on fees through an EBT structure
that lent money rather than paying earnings – or so they
thought …).
The structure was aimed at avoiding a tax charge
on, in total, around £56m of cash that was obviously
intended to reward the employees for their work. The
employers in the group paid sums to a principal EBT,
an offshore discretionary trust, with ‘suggestions’ as to
how the money might be allocated for the benefit of

certain employees. The trustees invariably followed the
suggestions, which involved setting up and settling sums
on 108 sub-trusts, each for the benefit of particular
employees and their families, so that the trustees of
the sub-trusts could lend the money to the employees.
The loans were unlikely ever to become repayable, so
the employees would be taxed on the basis that they
had a beneficial loan rather than a payment of earnings.
With the official rate of interest at 6.25% in 2001-02, the
40% tax charge on the bonuses was expected to have
an effective rate of just 2.5%, albeit annually until the
employees moved overseas or died.
The litigation was, as they say, a game of two halves. The
taxpayer companies won 2-1 at the FTT and the decision
was upheld by the UT. The tribunals accepted that the tax
code dealt specifically and in detail with loans connected
to employment, and that genuine loans had been made
and duly documented. The employees had not received
an unconditional payment of earnings. However, the
HMRC coach changed tactics at half-time, and the match
took on a different complexion when it resumed.
The winning argument
Having changed its corporate mind about how a tax
charge should arise, HMRC introduced a new argument
and won its appeal to the Inner House of the Court
of Session and defeated the employer’s appeal at the
Supreme Court. It is very tempting, in the current climate
where even legitimate structures that reduce tax liabilities
are deprecated, to assume that the judges decided that
what had happened was an abuse of the tax system and
they would have to find a way to justify putting a stop to
it, but in the process they found that a number of past
anti-avoidance cases had been wrongly decided, which
must have come as a surprise to many, including HMRC.
HMRC’s new approach was to attack a different
transaction in the chain: it argued specifically that the
money was earnings when paid by the employer to the
principal trust. It originated in the employee’s efforts as
an employee, so it must be earnings.
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The employees obviously had no contractual right to a
payment, and no unconditional right to draw money at
that point, but any payment was a reward for services
and should be taxed as such at that point. It was argued
that the employees had agreed, or at least acquiesced to,
the redirection of their earnings via the two trusts. The
courts accepted this argument: PAYE should have been
operated at that point.
RFC argued that this redirection notion could only
apply where the employee had an existing legal right
to draw the money personally but asked for it to be
paid elsewhere, which was not the case in the carefully
structured arrangements here. There was no right to
draw until the principal trustees, of a discretionary trust,
had appointed funds out on sub-trusts, and the trustees
of those trusts had offered to make loans.
Lord Hodge dealt with this by noting that there is nothing
in ITEPA 2003, s62 (ICTA 1988, s131 when most of the
original transactions occurred) that forces remuneration
to be received by the employee before it is classed as
earnings. The employees were entitled only to have
payments made to the principal EBT, but that did not
change the source or nature of the payments as earnings
from the employee’s efforts.
Lord Hodge did accept that ‘perks’ were specifically
required to be ‘obtained by the employee’ in money
or money’s worth if they were to fall within the s62
definition (see s62(2)(b)), but the funds here did not
become beneficial loans until late in the series of
transactions, well after the money had been paid as
taxable earnings to the principal EBT. The employer
should have operated PAYE at the first point of payment.
Unintended consequences?
But is this really the right answer? Let’s take a closer look.
Accepting that the payments to the principal trustees
were indeed taxable earnings constituting PAYE
employment income within what is now ITEPA 2003,
s683, we then have to apply the PAYE regulations as

mandated by s684. Reg 21 of the PAYE Regulations 2003
(SI 2003/2682) explicitly requires deduction or repayment
of tax in accordance with those regulations ‘On making
a relevant payment to an employee during a tax year’.
[emphasis added]
This has been so ever since PAYE was invented. HMRC has
always accepted that employers settling an employee’s
personal pecuniary liability to a third party by way of a
contractual employee benefit (eg, a home telephone
bill paid directly to BT, a company credit card used to fill
up an employee’s car) had a P11D reporting obligation
rather than a PAYE obligation. The PAYE regulations were
written as they were because you cannot deduct 20% or
40% from the payment to the third party. What is this
if not a redirection earnings? And we are not looking at
a redirection of net pay: paying the employee’s bills is a
perk of the employment, a redirection of gross earnings
taxable via the P11D and a coding adjustment or SA
return. The Supreme Court seems to have ruled that
this approach has been incorrect since 1945. Or to have
disregarded the PAYE regulations completely.
Note the stark contrast with the Contributions Regs 2001
(SI 2001/1004) which explicitly apply Class 1 NIC liability
to earnings paid ‘to or for the benefit of’ [emphasis
added] an employed earner (Reg 6). The regulations
have always encompassed the settlement of the personal
pecuniary liability, and Class 1A was invented to deal
with practical difficulties in collecting NIC on employerprovided or -financed fuel.
How many past judges have been wrong?
‘Emoluments’ (relevant in the years 2001-2003) have
always been a reward for acting as or being an employee,
but they have also always been something that goes
into the employee’s pocket rather than something that
saves that pocket (Tennant v Smith 3 TC 158). While the
payment by the sub-trust dressed up as a loan could
easily meet that definition, it must be questionable how
money going into an EBT is going into the employee’s
pocket until it is at least allocated to the sub-trust.
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What about the effect of contingencies? Edwards v
Roberts (1934) 19 TC 618 and Forde v McHugh Ltd v
HMRC [2014] UKSC 14 decided that taxable earnings are
not paid as remuneration until the specified contingency
occurs. Until funds are at least allocated to a specific
employee’s sub-trust, it used to be open to question
whether there could be a taxable payment, redirected or
not.
It seems it is not necessary after all for remuneration to
be unreservedly placed at the disposal of the employee
for it to be taxable income, so Sempra Metals Ltd v HMRC
[2008] STC (SCD) 1062 and Dextra Accessories Ltd v
MacDonald 77 TC 146 were apparently wrongly decided
How much legislation has been unnecessary?
The reference to Dextra prompts a question about FA
1989, s43 (nowadays in CTA 2009 ss 1290-1296). This
was the original legislation used by Parliament to counter
the attempts by employers to advance a corporation or
income tax deduction in respect of bonuses or benefits
that would not be taxed, if at all, until a later period,
by donating funds to an EBT that would provide loans
or other benefits in kind. Unless qualifying benefits or
expenses are paid by the EBT within nine months of the
period-end, the employer’s tax deduction is deferred into
the later period when they are so paid.
It now seems that Parliament needn’t have bothered,
because the money paid to the EBT in order to fund longterm or even non-repayable loans to employees was
earnings all along. If they were not bound by the fouryear time limit, employers could now claim recompense
for any delay in receiving the benefit of the corporate tax
deduction that was deferred by HMRC under s43: money
paid into the EBT before the expiry of nine months from
the period-end should have been treated as earnings
paid.
And now, decades later, we also have Part 7A of ITEPA,
which treats loans made via third parties as earnings
when they are advanced. But we now know that they are
generally not loans at all but payments of earnings that

should have attracted a PAYE liability when the money
was paid to the third party to fund the planned loans. Part
7A is therefore irrelevant to many of the arrangements it
was designed to attack.
Some scheme users are also facing a new April 2019
charge on loans that remain outstanding. Lord Hodge’s
analysis would, of course, mean that there would be
nothing to tax in most cases: the employees should have
been taxed under PAYE many years ago and will have
been borrowing their own money. Accepting this analysis
would not raise any extra cash toward closing the tax gap,
though, so the April 2019 charge provisions specifically
override the analysis emerging from the RFC case (and
will bankrupt many contractors who have been long-term
users of what they thought were EBT loan arrangements,
but that is another matter).
Contractor loans
Having raised the matter of contractor loan
arrangements, it is perhaps worth a minor digression
into the PAYE provisions, to question HMRC’s approach
and question why April 2019 is happening, in light of the
recharacterization of the many ‘loans’. Clearly, the worker
should have paid (and should still pay) tax on all of their
earnings, but we now know that the loans they drew
down were not loans but earnings.
Most of the bulk scheme providers were offshore,
employing the workers on minimum wage, paying large
sums into an offshore EBT, and ‘lending’ the remainder
of the ‘net pay’ to the workers month-by-month. Their
services were sold to UK end-users, many of whom were
in the public sector.
ITEPA 2003, s689 lays out rules for collecting PAYE on the
earnings of employees of non-UK employers (outside
the PAYE jurisdiction) whose services are provided to a
relevant onshore person. The PAYE obligation falls on
the relevant onshore person if the offshore employer
fails to account for it. HMRC should therefore, in theory,
be pursuing all the UK clients for the arrears that are
now known to have been due. But, of course, until it
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discovered new tactics at half-time in the RFC case, HMRC
did not know that this is what it should have been doing,
and it is now out of time to issue Reg 80 determinations
for all the relevant years.
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Conclusion
The view that all the disguised remuneration ‘lent’ to
workers over many years should have been taxed as
employment income is unquestionably correct. The
consequences of HMRC’s winning the argument are,
however, somewhat unfortunate, if not to say worrying.
The Supreme Court appears to have overlooked the
plain words and time-honoured interpretation and
implementation of the PAYE legislation. It has also
overturned decades of accepted interpretation on the
absence of any right to be paid. In pursuit of a noble
cause, perhaps, but can it be right?
Parliament has been passing anti-avoidance laws that
were unnecessary – did it not know what it was doing?
HMRC should have been pursuing end-users for PAYE due
from offshore intermediaries, end users who benefitted
significantly from lower costs in terms of rates charged by
contractors who were bidding for public sector work that
is often awarded on price. Having realised its mistake,
HMRC is now setting itself up to lose £millions when
large numbers of contractors and former contractors file
for bankruptcy when faced with tax charges for up to 20
years in a single year.

David Heaton FCA, CTA, has now retired but was owner
and principal at David Heaton Tax Ltd, which he set up
in May 2014, after leaving mid-tier firm RSM (formerly
Baker Tilly) where he was a partner. He is an employment
tax specialist and was chairman of the ICAEW tax faculty
and chairman of the employer taxes committee. He has
been advising employers and their employees on their tax
and NI liabilities for over 20 years. His clients ranged from
global companies with complex cross-border NI issues to
consultancy businesses caught by the IR35 rules.

Rarely can a single case have caused so much puzzlement.
Is it right that so much plain English legislation and
precedent has been disregarded in order to get to a
result that the court thinks is the ‘right’ answer? How are
practitioners in future supposed to know what the law
means, when it can be, if not completely disregarded,
then at least freely reinterpreted so as to result here in a
winning goal for HMRC late in extra time.
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IR35 – THE FRINGES
OF EMPLOYMENT
Lesley Fidler provides us with an update on
recent developments
In Issue 2 of Employment Taxes Voice (March 2017), I
outlined some of the attempts to reduce employment
taxes and national insurance contributions that have
now been blocked by legislation. My focus was on those
methods which relied on restructuring the conventional
employer-employee relationship.

Commercial reality
To those used to working as an employee, it may seem
odd that any business would choose to engage a worker
via an agency or chain of agencies, suffering the cost of
the agencies’ commission and the considerably higher
daily rates that a contractor can command compared with
an employee. There are many factors that drive engagers
to use contractors instead of employees: the immediate
cost is only part of the picture. It is often the perception
of risk or the need to operate flexibly in uncertain times
that drives the decision. The factors include:
•

The counter-attack
HMRC’s activity continues. 2018 has already seen the
issue of Spotlight 32 relating to schemes to avoid PAYE
and Class 1 NICs by Managed Service Companies. This
was HMRC’s response to its recent success in an appeal
by a several managed service companies (Christianuyi
Ltd and others v HMRC [2018] UKUT 10 (TCC)) against
the decision that they were involved with a MSC
Provider. The effect being that the intended savings in
tax and NICs were lost. The decision in Christa Ackroyd
Media Ltd v HMRC [2018] UKFTT 0069 (TC) has been
published ‘looking through’ a well-known local television
presenter’s service company to decide that she should
suffer essentially the same tax and NICs costs as a direct
employee.
The blocking legislation has created a legislative maze
that needs to be navigated by the compliant temporary
worker and any engager of his services. But this does not
mean that the need for contractors has disappeared. Far
from it! Contractors remain an integral part of the UK
business world in both the public and private sectors.
(Note that in this article I shall use the term ‘contractor’
to refer to any individual who provides services of some
kind in order to be paid but who does not choose, or is
not offered the option of, permanent employment. The
Construction Industry Scheme use of ‘contractor’ is not
relevant here.)

•

•

The requirement for short-term, specialist skills. For
example, a business decides to revamp the online
shopping area of its website to allow customers to
build up and then use a loyalty bonus supported by
customer emails and texts that will be General Data
Protection Regulation) GDPR compliant. There is no
suitable off-the-shelf product and so it needs a small
team of specialist IT contractors to design, build, test
and implement the software in a matter of weeks,
although the exact time needed is not known at the
outset. Once the software is up and running, day-today maintenance can be carried out by the business’s
own IT resource and the contractors will no longer be
needed.
The agency has already carried out pre-employment
checks (for example possession of a current licence/
permit/safety certificate/right to work in the UK as
well as taken up references) and has the contractor
on its books. Hence the lead time at the start of
the engagement is far less that it would be for the
employer to advertise, screen and select a candidate
(assuming there are any applicants at all) and then
carry out the necessary checks in order to take on
an employee. It also avoids the business needing to
devote time and effort to this activity.
A good agency will be able to advise on the exact
skills required since the work will often be outside
the engager’s core activities and, if necessary,
subcontract to another agency specialising in a niche
area.
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•

•

•

At the end of the engagement, with some limitations,
contractors’ services can be dispensed with at
short notice. In the case of employees, justifying
a redundancy programme and the risk of financial
penalties and reputational damage if the employer
is found to have not operated a fair process fairly
requires the employer to expend resource, time and
money.
Similarly, poor performance by a contractor can be
managed by asking the agency for a replacement,
whereas to dismiss an employee on grounds of
capability requires the employer to apply time and
attention to the issue before this can be done and
there is the attendant exposure to a complaint by the
former employee.
Contractors (again, with some safeguards) are not
entitled to the full range of employee benefits such
as employer pension contributions, paid holiday
and training. They don’t need a manager to devote
attention to their objectives and development plans,
appraisals, salary reviews and career development.

The chosen approach
As was expected when my previous article was published,
on 6 April 2017 a deduction at source rule was introduced
for public sector contractors. Broadly, this requires the
user of the contractor’s services to consider the nature
of the engagement and, regardless of the legal structure
used, for the payer to deduct income tax and account
for NICs if (a) the worker is not an employee, but (b) the
work-related (rather than remuneration-related) features
of an employment are present. This rule does not make
the worker an employee and it does not provide the
contractor with any of the employment law protection
that employment brings.
The definition of ‘public sector’ has been cast widely
since it includes almost all bodies that are subject to
Freedom of Information requests.
This new rule shifts responsibility for considering the
nature of the engagement. Under the IR35 rules (which

still apply outside the public sector) it is up to each
individual contractor who works through a limited
company to decide whether or not the relationship with
the end user of the services is so akin to employment as
to require the operation of PAYE and payment of Class 1
NICs or settlement of equivalent amounts with HMRC via
a deemed employment payment. Now, for work delivered
to a public sector engager, it is the responsibility of the
public sector end-user of the services that determines
whether income tax should be deducted at source.
Because the end-user and each agency are all ‘on the
hook’ for that income tax, it is not surprising that that
determinations appear to have been made on a prudent
basis.
The new rules can be found in Chapter 10 of Part 2
Income Tax (Earnings and Pensions) Act 2003 (sections
61K – 61X) with the national insurance provisions tucked
away in The Social Security Contributions (Miscellaneous
Amendments No. 2) Regulations 2017 (SI 2017/373).
They mean that when tax returns for 2017-18 are being
prepared, there will be a new group of contractors who
have worked through their own limited companies as
employees (and directors and shareholders) of those
companies but whose company receipts have been
received net of an income tax deduction. Section 141A
ITEPA ensures that the amount on which the deduction at
source was calculated ‘is not required to be brought into
account in calculating the profits of the trade’. This also
ensures that the contractor does not need to consider
making an IR35 deemed employment payment. The
income will nevertheless need to be shown on the self
assessment return and it remains to be seen whether
there will be specific provision made for this. Members
of the IR35 Forum (a group of stakeholders including the
CIOT who meet regularly with HM Revenue and Customs
to improve the way in which IR35 is administrated) have
asked HMRC for further guidance on the accounting
treatment of such payments and HMRC has agreed to
take this forward, but at the time of writing no response
had yet been received.
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The next step
With the Government estimate that non-compliance
with IR35 will cost the Exchequer £1.2bn by 2022/23, it
is clear that change is likely. Two concurrent approaches
are expected. A short-term ‘fix’ that seems likely to
involve the public sector rules being extended in some
form to the private sector and a longer-term review of
employment status generally.
On 7 February, HMRC published four consultations all of
which are led by the Department for Business, Energy and
Industrial Strategy (BEIS) and which stem from the Taylor
Review of Modern Working Practices which was published
in July 2017. None suggests that the deduction at source
rule is to be rolled-out to all sectors imminently. Hence
there is still time for HMRC to address the challenges
to the current version of its Check Employment Status
for Tax (CEST) online tool which it provides to assist
end-users in deciding whether income tax should be
deducted. The challenges include:
•
•
•
•

a body of case law cannot be encapsulated in an
online decision-tree
the ‘mutuality of obligation’ test is not addressed
effectively
public sector engagements have fewer variations in
their structuring than those in other fields
end users are ignoring the tool and making blanket
decisions that deduction is required in order to
protect themselves.

One of the four consultations is on employment status
and is led by BEIS jointly with HM Treasury and HMRC.
Consequently both employment law and tax issues are
considered in the context of maintaining the existing
categories of self-employed, worker and employee.
(For tax and NICs purposes the first two categories are
currently treated as one). It is also acknowledged that
there are additional impacts on social benefits that will
also need to be addressed. Mark Groom considers the
issues in greater detail on page [XX].

raised in this consultation and the conclusions that
Government draws from the responses in due course.
For now, it is clear that contractors, their engagers and
anyone else involved in today’s flexible labour market
need to keep a lookout for changes that will impact on
their rights or incomes or both.
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There will no doubt be plenty written about the issues
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OPRA – A
REVIEW OF THE
PERFORMANCE
Lee Knight provides an overview of the
initial impact
The Optional Remuneration Arrangement (“OpRA”) rules
took effect from 6 April 2017 amid HMRC concerns about
the increasing use of salary sacrifice and the perceived
connected loss of tax and NIC receipts to the Exchequer.
Almost one year on, and despite the HMRC guidance
issued on 20 March 2017, there are still ambiguities
within the rules and misunderstandings about how and
when the OpRA rules apply.
With the 2017/18 tax year about to end, and the 2017/18
P11D season almost upon us, it is vital that employers
identify all arrangements provided under OpRA, and
fully consider what the rules mean for them and their
employees.

For most arrangements that commenced before 6 April
2017 and which are still in place on 6 April 2018 (without
being modified, varied or renewed between 6 April 2017
and 5 April 2018) the OpRA rules automatically apply
from 6 April 2018.
If the pre 6 April 2017 benefit subject to the arrangement
is a car with C02 emissions of more than 75gkm, or
school fees, or living accommodation, the OpRA rules will
not automatically apply until 6 April 2021 (provided the
arrangement is not modified, varied or renewed before
then).
Example
An employer provides employees with private medical
insurance and income protection insurance under a
flexible benefits scheme where employees sacrifice salary
for benefits. Employees elect for these benefits annually
between 1 January and 31 January.

The OpRA rules apply to:-

The private medical and income protection insurance
benefits are renewed on 31 January 2018 for all
employees who have previously taken these benefits. As
these benefits are provided under an OpRA the OpRA
rules apply from 31 January 2018, and the ‘higher of’
comparison must be undertaken to value the benefits
reportable on the employees’ 2017/18 forms P11D.

•

Does this only affect salary sacrifice arrangements?

How do the OpRA rules apply?

•

any arrangement where an employee or director
gives up the right (including a future right) to an
amount of earnings in return for a benefit. These are
known as “Type A” arrangements; or
any other arrangement under which an employee or
director chooses to be provided with a benefit rather
than an amount of earnings. These are known as
“Type B” arrangements.

When do these rules apply?
The OpRA rules apply where an OpRA begins from 6 April
2017 or, where an existing arrangement that commenced
before 6 April 2017 is modified, varied, or renewed after
6 April 2017.

No, crucially the inclusion of Type B arrangements
extends the reach of the OpRA rules beyond salary
sacrifice arrangements.
Example
An employee is promoted and their employer offers
them a choice between a car, and a cash car allowance of
£400 per month. The employee chooses the car which is
available to him on 6 September 2017. The car has a list
price of £22,000 and an appropriate percentage of 20%.
The OpRA rules apply as the employee forgoes earnings
of £400 per month in return for a company car. The value
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of the company car benefit in 2017/18 is the higher of the
earnings foregone of £2,800 (i.e. monthly cash allowance
£400 x 7 months) and the normal benefit value of £2,566
(i.e. (£22,000 x 20%) x 7/12 months).
The benefit in kind reportable on Form P11D and liable
to tax and employer’s Class 1A NIC during 2017/18 is
£2,800, not the amount of £2,566 determined under the
company car benefit rules.
It is yet to be seen exactly how HMRC will enforce this
part of the OpRA legislation.
Are all benefits provided under an OpRA caught?
No, “excluded” and “special case” benefits are outside the
scope of the OpRA rules.
Excluded benefits are ringfenced benefits unaffected
by the OpRA rules where the previous tax and NIC
advantages can continue. These include (but are not
limited to) payments by employers into registered
pension schemes, childcare vouchers, cycles, and cars

with C02 emissions of less than 75gkm. Special case
benefits are those benefits where separate legislation
already counters the use of OpRAs in conjunction with the
use of that benefit (for example in relation to subsidised
workplace meals).
The excluded benefit for payments by employers into
registered pension schemes can also extend to employer
provided life insurance policies, which only insure the
lives of employees and directors, and which are registered
group life schemes set up under pension legislation.
Other employer provided employee insurance policies
(such as excepted life and critical illness policies) are
caught when provided under an OpRA.
Are benefits that are otherwise exempt from tax and
NIC caught?
Any benefit which is provided under an OpRA, and which
is not an “excluded” or “special case” benefit is caught
by the OpRA rules. This applies even where the benefit
is normally exempt from tax and NIC. In circumstances
where the benefit is normally exempt, the value to be
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compared with the amount foregone is deemed to be nil.
Example
An employer provides employees with a single health
assessment annually. This core benefit is not provided
under an OpRA.
Under the employer’s flexible benefits scheme employees
can, however, enhance their annual health assessment
so that it covers a more comprehensive range of checks.
Where the benefit is enhanced this increases the annual
cost and this is funded by the employee through salary
sacrifice.
Employee A has received the core annual health
assessment for many years without enhancing the
benefit, but on 31 January 2018, as the employer’s
annual flexible benefits window closes, she elects for
the enhanced annual health assessment option which
increases the cost of her annual health assessment by
£600. She sacrifices gross salary of £600 and the single
annual health assessment takes place on 31 March 2018.
Before the 2017/18 tax year the annual health
assessment for Employee A is an exempt benefit under
Section 320B ITEPA 2003. The benefit arising during
2017/18 is, however, the greater of the amount of salary
foregone (which is £600) and the taxable value of the
benefit (deemed to be nil, as it is otherwise exempt
under Section 320B ITEPA 2003). The value of the health
assessment benefit to be reported on the employee’s
2017/18 P11D is £600. The employee will pay tax, and the
employer will pay Class 1A NIC, on this amount.
This example highlights the need for employers to
consider the impact of the OpRA rules and communicate
this to employees as soon as possible. This employee has
received this benefit for many years without paying tax
on it and by enhancing it in this way she is triggering a
benefit which she will be required to pay tax on. This tax
will not be collected under PAYE during 2017/18 but will
impact her tax code, and reduce her take home pay, from
the 2018/19 tax year. This will all seem highly counter
intuitive to the employee.

What happens where Approved Mileage Allowance
Payments are made under an OpRA?
Where employees are provided with mileage allowance
payments under an OpRA the mileage allowance
payments exemption does not apply and the amount
foregone by the employee is treated as taxable.
Example
An employer pays 25p per mile to employees when they
use their own cars for business. No employees undertake
more than 10,000 miles in a year. The employees can also
sacrifice salary equal to 20p per business mile and the
employer then tops up the mileage allowance payment
to a total amount of 45p per mile. The amount foregone
of 20p per mile is caught by OpRA and reportable on the
employees’ forms P11D.
It is not clear how the NIC should be dealt with in this
situation. Section E (mileage allowance payments not
taxed at source) of the draft 2017/18 P11D (published by
HMRC at the date of this article) is not a Class 1A NIC box.
Presumably the employer would therefore enter the 20p
per mile for each employee in the Section M Class 1A NIC
box.
Are OpRA calculations straightforward?
No not always. This is primarily because the amount of
earnings given up is compared to a modified benefit
where any amounts made good by the employee are
ignored. However, amounts which are made good do then
reduce the taxable benefit which arises. This typically
affects benefits where part of the benefit is provided
under OpRA and the employee also contributes towards
the cost of the benefit in another way.
Example
An employee is provided with living accommodation by
their employer. The employer rents the property and pays
a monthly rent to the landlord of £1,100 beginning on 10
April 2017. The employee enters into a salary sacrifice
arrangement on 8 April 2017 where they sacrifice salary
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of £1,000 per month, and they also agree to make
good a further £250 per month towards the cost of
the accommodation which is deducted from their net
monthly pay.
The benefit in kind arising for 2017/18 is the higher of the
earnings foregone of £12,000 (i.e. £1,000 x 12 months)
and the modified value of the benefit being £13,200 (the
annual rent paid by the employer). No deduction is made
in the comparison calculation for the additional amount
made good by the employee in the year (which totals
£3,000).
The living accommodation benefit arising during 2017/18
is however £10,200 (i.e. £13,200 less the amount made
good by the employee of £3,000).
How does this affect company cars?
Company cars with C02 emissions of more than 75gkm
and available for private use are within the scope of
the rules when provided under an OpRA. The higher of
comparison is the greater of:•
•

The modified cash equivalent of the benefit; and
The amount foregone in relation to the provision of
the company car benefit.

The modified cash equivalent is the cash equivalent under
the company car benefit rules, but ignoring any capital
contributions made by the employee and any required
payments the employee makes for private use.
If the amount foregone by the employee is greater
than the modified cash equivalent, then a deduction
for any capital contribution is made from the resulting
benefit. The deduction is given by multiplying the
capital contribution (up to the £5,000 maximum) by the
appropriate percentage of the company car. A deduction
is also given for the employee’s private use contribution.
Example

per month (or £5,160 per year). The car has a list price
of £25,000 and an appropriate percentage of 20%. The
employee makes a capital contribution of £2,000.
The modified cash equivalent is £5,000 as the capital
contribution is ignored. This is compared with the
amount foregone of £5,160. The amount foregone of
£5,160 is greater, so this amount is used in determining
the company car benefit. The company car benefit for
2017/18 is £4,760 being £5,160 less £400 (i.e. the capital
contribution of £2,000 x 20%).
The amount foregone may not always be this
straightforward. Page two of HMRC’s Employer Bulletin 68
states, when referring to data which will be recorded on
the form P46 (Car), that only amounts foregone in respect
of the car are included in the higher of comparison.
Amounts foregone for fuel, maintenance or servicing are
ignored.
This has not been widely publicised by HMRC and
causes ambiguities. For example, how does this work
where there is a choice between a company car and
a car allowance, and the employee chooses the car?
Should the cash allowance foregone in the higher of
comparison then be adjusted, on a just and reasonable
basis, to reflect only the cost of the car and exclude the
maintenance and servicing costs? If so, can this only
be done where it is specifically stated that part of the
allowance given up related to the car and part related to
other costs? Or can this adjustment to the cash allowance
foregone in the comparison calculation be made on a just
and reasonable basis? HMRC have not published any firm
guidance on this issue. In the absence of such guidance,
unless official agreement is obtained from HMRC, this is
likely to be an area which is open to HMRC challenge.
Where there is an OpRA in respect of a fuel for a
company car, the OpRA legislation applies and the higher
of comparison must be made when calculating the car
fuel benefit for the tax year.

An employee is provided with a company car in the
2017/18 tax year in return for sacrificing £430 of salary
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Example
An employee has a company car with an appropriate
percentage of 17% which is available for the entire
2017/18 tax year. The car is not provided under an OpRA.
The employee enters into a salary sacrifice agreement
where they sacrifice £350 per month in return for all car
fuel being paid by the employer. The cash equivalent of
the fuel benefit is £3,842 (the fixed amount of £22,600
multiplied by the appropriate percentage of 17%). The
salary foregone of £4,200 (£350 x 12) is higher and so the
value of the car fuel benefit during 2017/18 is £4,200.

employers to consider benefit reporting on an employee
by employee basis from 2017/18. The requirement to
report a single benefit type could be different across the
workforce depending, for each employee, on whether
all or part of that benefit was provided under an OpRA,
when that OpRA commenced, and when it was modified,
varied, or renewed.
Given the above complexities and ambiguities, operating
reasonable care to comply with these rules is key. The
tax and NIC treatment of benefits has just got a lot more
complex.

What does this mean for employers?

PROFILE

Employers who have registered to payroll benefits
provided under OpRAs during 2017/18 should have
already considered how and when the OpRA rules apply
to those benefits. The correct value of the OpRA benefit,
ascertained in the ‘higher of’ comparison, should have
already been taxed via the payroll where the OpRA rules
are triggered. Where flexible benefits are payrolled, this
might be, for example, from when the flexible benefits
scheme renews during the 2017/18 tax year. Many
employers’ flexible benefits schemes will have renewed in
January 2018.

Lee Knight

There are subtle changes to the draft 2017/18 P11D
published by HMRC to reflect the OpRA rules but these
changes are barely noticeable and are likely to be missed
by many employers. Employers who have not registered
to payroll benefits provided under OpRAs should identify
which benefits are affected, from when, and how this will
change the way they report benefits on their 2017/18
P11Ds. Getting this wrong could have big consequences
and lead to unexpected liabilities and HMRC penalties. It
could be that benefits are reported on P11Ds for the first
time, and/or that the taxable value of benefits previously
reported increases. Where this results in increased tax
liabilities for employees this should be communicated to
employees as soon as possible. Increased employer NIC
liabilities should also be reflected in budgets.

Lee Knight is a Director at RSM who has worked in tax
for over 20 years and has specialised in employer tax
compliance for over 10 years. Lee helps employers of
all sizes, operating in all sectors, ensure compliance and
manage risk in respect employment tax and NICs related
issues. Lee can be contacted by email at lee.knight@
rsmuk.com or on 020 3201 8508.

Under the OpRA rules, there is an increasing need for
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AUTOMATIC
ENROLMENT
Richard Wyatt provides an update on this
increasingly important issue
Now that the staging of automatic enrolment is complete
the automatic enrolment duties apply to all employers
and workplace pension saving has become the norm for
a new generation of workers. The consequence is that
over nine million individuals have been automatically
enrolled into a workplace scheme by their employer.
While employers were being staged into automatic
enrolment the minimum contribution rates were kept at
a very low level, but from 6 April 2018 this will change
with phased increases in the minimum contribution rates
to 5% in April 2018 and 8% in April 2019. Although this
is a significant rise in the minimum contributions it is still
unlikely to provide individuals with the retirement that
they aspire to.
During 2017, the Government carried out a review of
automatic enrolment to consider how to build on the
success of automatic enrolment and to maintain its
momentum to ‘build a stronger, more inclusive savings
culture for future generations’. As with all aspirations
there is the inevitable balancing act that needs careful
management between the needs of the employer and the
individual. Added to this is the cost to the Government
in the additional tax relief from higher minimum
contributions which they are likely to be assessing. Before
considering the outcome of the review this article first
considers the proposed earnings thresholds for 2018/19
and what this means to individuals and employers
bearing in mind the first scheduled increase in minimum
contributions.
Earnings thresholds 2018-19

trigger – which determines whether or not an individual
is eligible for automatic enrolment - at £10,000, as it
considers this level strikes the right balance between
affordability for employers and individuals and giving
those who are most able to save the opportunity to do so.
This decision also reflects the need for stability as the first
phased increase in contributions takes place in 2018/19
(rising from a minimum of 2% to 5%).
The Government has however stated that careful
consideration will be given to future annual reviews in
relation to evolving economic conditions, the continued
evolution of automatic enrolment and the impact of the
National Living Wage. The real-terms decrease in the
trigger for 2018/19 brings more individuals into the target
population.
Qualifying earnings: lower and upper limits
The Government has decided to continue to align
the qualifying earnings lower limit with the National
Insurance Contributions Lower Earnings Limit (LEL), which
in 2018/19 will be £6,032, and to align the qualifying
earnings upper limit with the National Insurance
Contributions Upper Earnings Limit (UEL), which in
2018/19 will be £46,350.
The changes to the lower and upper limits will result in
a higher figure for the earnings band on which minimum
contributions are calculated. The key consideration
behind this decision was to provide stability for employers
during the first increase in contributions in April 2018,
while still enabling a meaningful level of contributions for
savers.
Maintaining the momentum
The 2017 review examined three main areas:
•

Earnings trigger
The Government is continuing to freeze the earnings

•

the existing coverage of automatic enrolment and
whether or not this remains appropriate over the
longer term;
the evidence base concerning future contributions
and how this can be strengthened; and
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•

how engagement can be improved so that individuals
have a stronger sense of ownership and are better
enabled to maximise pension saving.

Strategic problems for automatic enrolment
Overall the review confirmed that the existing framework
remains the right foundation for workers, employers and
delivery partners, and that automatic enrolment duties
will continue to apply to all employers, regardless of
sector and size.
However, the Government identified three significant and
complex strategic problems:
•

The current saving levels risk a significant proportion
of the working-age population not meeting their
retirement expectations. Whilst the existing phased
contributions rises will bring the minimum levels up
to 8% this won’t be enough for individuals to enjoy
a comfortable retirement. In addition the current
structure of automatic enrolment means there are
gaps in coverage, in particular for those in low paid
part-time jobs and younger workers. Employers are

•

•

facing competing burdens including the National
Minimum Wage and National Living Wage costs. In
addressing these challenges the review determined
that there must be a realistic and fair balance
between the costs to employers, individuals, and the
public finances.
A large proportion of the self-employed workforce
does not have (significant) retirement savings. It also
recognised that most self-employed people cannot
be covered by the current design of automatic
enrolment.
Individuals are beginning to save but for multiple
reasons do not actively engage with their pensions.
The barriers to engagement with workplace pension
saving that led to the introduction of automatic
enrolment remain and engagement alone will not
address pension participation and savings challenges.

So what are the Government proposing?
Initially, not much but the Government has identified the
following changes which it believes will help to build a
more robust and inclusive savings culture:
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•

•

A lowering of the eligibility age from 22 to 18. The
rationale is for automatic enrolment to be the norm
and also to simplify the workforce assessment for
employers.
Calculate pension contributions from the first pound
earned, rather than from a lower earnings limit
of £6,032 (in 2018/19).The idea is that this should
improve individuals understanding of how pension
saving works and it incentivises individuals in multiple
jobs to opt-in to pension saving because they would
get an employer contribution for every pound they
earn in every job. It would also help to simplify the
way many employers assess their workforce and
calculate contributions. However, there is also the
possibility that more people will opt out when those
being auto-enrolled for the first time experience a
significant fall in their take home pay.

pension savings.
Clearly there is a lot for all parties to consider across
the next 18 months that will need to be fed back into
the review. What is key is that in order for automatic
enrolment to continue to be a success it must build on
the platform that it has created to ensure that as many
individuals as possible are saving in a pension scheme.
How the Government balances that against the needs of
the employer and the costs to the Exchequer will be key
themes across the next few years.

PROFILE
Richard Wyatt

The Government hopes to implement these changes to
the automatic enrolment framework in the mid-2020s
following a formal consultation. Initially the Government
will hold discussions with stakeholders, investigate
ways to make these changes affordable whilst analysing
the impact of the increases in statutory minimum
contribution rates. These discussions will then feed into
detailed plans and an implementation timetable that will
form the formal consultation.
Aside from planning for the initial changes the intention is
to begin testing targeted self-employment interventions
in 2018, including through Making Tax Digital, with a view
to evaluating them in 2019 to inform implementation
options and costs. The Government will also examine
whether current legislation and/or guidance requires
clarification around the eligibility of workers in atypical
ways or in non-standard forms of employment to be
automatically enrolled
Finally, it is hoped that the development of the Pensions
Dashboard and the advent of the single Financial
Guidance Body will be effective engagement tools
that can reinforce an individual’s saving behaviour and
encourage a sense of greater personal ownership of their

Richard is a Senior Associate in Mercer’s Pensions
Technical Department with over 20 years’ experience
in pensions. Richard provides technical advice, training
and guidance to Mercer’s Wealth business to ensure
compliance with legislative and regulatory requirements
on all aspects of pensions. Richard also represents the
CIOT at HMRC’s Pensions Industry Stakeholder Forum.
Richard can be contacted by email at richard.wyatt@
mercer.com.
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TERMINATION
PAYMENTS
Eleanor Meredith brings us up to date on
the complex changes and the administrative
burdens
This article is intended as a summary of the reform of the
termination payments law that is to apply from 6 April
2018. As such, it builds on Mark Groom’s article published
in the March 2017 edition of Employment Taxes Voice
and uses many of the concepts introduced there.
Although the reform of the law has been subject to a
lengthy consultation period, the lead time between
confirmation of the final law and its application (at
least for income tax) is frustratingly short. The date
originally suggested for the reforms to apply remains
their operative date for income tax, despite outstanding
concerns, especially in relation to the foreign service relief
(FSR) law. It may be understandable that the Government
is unwilling to defer law that will be revenue raising, but
the timeframe feels tight and the degree of Parliamentary
scrutiny applied inadequate.
It should also be noted that despite originally being
badged as simplification, this reform of law is likely to
complicate matters for employers, partly because of
additional complexity in the law, and partly because of
changes to the original timetable and proposals. The final
changes are now being introduced with two effective
dates, with the employer’s NIC charge on qualifying
termination payments in excess of £30,000 being
deferred until 6 April 2019 because of a delay to the
NIC Bill. While the extra time to allow for an update to
payroll systems will no doubt be welcome, the change in
timetable is likely to cause further confusion about when
and how the reformed law is to apply.
Summary of changes
The final law enacted is similar in concept to the draft

law considered in last year’s article, in that employers will
still need to consider what amounts have to be taxed as
“post- employment notice pay” (PENP), although some
improvements have been made to the definitions used.
The law relating to foreign service relief (FSR) has been
finalised in F(No 2)B 2017 and will be enacted in March
2018. Although narrower in scope than at present, it can
continue to apply to non-residents and to UK resident
seafarers who meet certain criteria. Crucially, however,
the updated law does not allow FSR to apply in a split
year situation, other than for seafarers, as the individual
will be UK tax resident all year. This is likely to lead to a
significant number of claims to relief under a double tax
treaty, most commonly where the individual comes to
the UK in such a way as to become UK tax resident, after
receiving a termination payment during an overseas part
of the tax year.
There also appears to be a drafting error in the FA
2017 law relating to the PENP, as under one of the
consequential amendments, any amounts taxed as
PENP are treated as general earnings, without any
corresponding change to remove these from the
definition of specific employment income. So such
payments will be both general earnings and specific
employment income, despite these terms being defined
and used quite separately in ITEPA 2003. In practice, this
may affect few taxpayers overall, but it is likely to matter
to any individuals claiming UK tax relief for employer
contributions to relevant non-UK pension schemes, as it
will distort the fraction that is applied to determine how
much of the pension contribution counts as pension input
for the tax year concerned.
More detail on the updated F(No 2)A 2017 law
As noted above, the key concepts of relevant termination
awards (RTA) and post-employment notice pay (PENP)
have been retained.
A “relevant termination award” (RTA) is defined by
s402C(2), essentially as a termination award which
isn’t a statutory redundancy payment (or so much
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of an approved contractual payment limited to the
amount that would be due if a redundancy payment
had been payable). Once both RTA and PENP have been
determined, the law applies so that where the PENP is
greater than or equal to the total RTA, the whole RTA
will be earnings under s402B; but if the PENP is less than
the total RTA, only the PENP will be treated as earnings
under s402B. The underlying aim of the law is to tax
the payment that is calculated as earnings, rather than
allowing it to benefit from the reliefs that have previously
applied to all qualifying termination payments. As might
be expected, though, the devil is in the detail of the
formula and how it is likely to apply in practice.
PENP is calculated by s402D, using the formula:
(BP x D) – T
P
Where
BP = basic pay in respect of the last pay period ending
before the trigger date. If there is no pay period between
the start of employment and the trigger date (see

below), both BP and P are measured from the start of the
employment to the trigger date
D = the number of days in the unworked notice period
P = the number of days in the last pay period, rather than
365 days which was the denominator in the previous
iteration of the law
T = the total of the payments and benefits made in
connection with the termination of employment that are
taxable as general earnings, but excluding any accrued
holiday pay or termination bonus.
There are a number of improvements compared to the
previous version of the law but also a number of areas
that remain a challenge.
The definition of basic pay now excludes any commission,
overtime, bonus or allowance, and various other irregular
payments, such as amounts paid as sick pay and share
awards taxed as specific employment income; but it is
not clear what is meant in all cases (how “allowance”
is meant to be defined being one obvious example). In
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addition, the definition requires any amounts that have
been salary sacrificed to be added back to arrive at basic
pay. Although it will still be possible for employees to
waive part of a termination package in return for an
employer pension contribution, without this affecting the
PENP calculation in any way, care is needed to ensure that
any tax consequences are fully understood, especially in
terms of the individual’s Annual Allowance capacity. (In
contrast, note that if part of basic pay is waived, this will
have to be added back when calculating BP in the PENP
calculation).
A further improvement is made to the calculation
by s402D(6), which provides that if the minimum
contractual notice period, the last pay period and the
post-employment notice period are all a whole number
of months, the formula should be solved using whole
numbers of months, taking P as 1 and D as the number
of whole months in the post-employment notice period.
This is considerably better than the previous draft law
which, as it also applied based on the number of days,
caused inadvertent and inappropriate variations in
the calculation, depending on the date on which the
termination of employment fell and which months
formed part of the post-employment notice period.
Finally, in terms of amendments to the detail of the
component elements, item “T” is much more tightly
defined as anything that is taxed as general earnings in
connection with the termination of the employment,
other than either accrued holiday pay, or any form of
terminal bonus. The previous version of the law allowed
a deduction for any payments or benefits made in
connection with the termination of the employment,
regardless of how they were taxed, so that even payments
such as those for restrictive covenants that are taxed as
specific employment income could have been deducted
for the calculation from a payment in which they were
not included. While this might have been a favourable
outcome for the taxpayer it was effectively allowing relief
for types of payments that did not necessarily bear any
relation to the notice period. If the intention in deducting
T is to avoid any particular item being taxed twice, the law

as it is now drafted is far more equitable.
The law around the trigger date and earliest lawful
termination date remains hugely complex, however.
The trigger date will depend on whether or not notice
has been given to terminate the contract and in some
cases will determine the earliest lawful termination date.
Further complexities can arise in establishing the earliest
lawful employment date, especially in the case of fixed
term employment contracts. Typically, we might expect
a contract to be terminated by notice being given; as
the trigger date will always be the date on which notice
is given in this case, establishing the last pay period
before the trigger date, the amount of pay and the pay
period concerned will be straightforward in a lot of cases.
Accordingly, no further analysis of the more complicated
situations is considered here, but that does not mean
they do not have the potential to cause real difficulties
where they arise in practice.
Foreign service relief (FSR)
The draft law released as s10 Finance Bill (no 2) 2017
will not come into force until 6 April 2018, but is likely
to be enacted early in 2018. The law itself is narrower in
scope than was originally envisaged in that foreign service
relief (FSR) is not simply abolished from 6 April 2018 but
instead will apply much more narrowly than it now does,
so that no UK tax residents, other than seafarers, may
continue to benefit from it from 2018/19 onwards.
As now drafted, the changes in law are consistent with
the restrictions placed on FSR for lump sums drawn
from non-UK pensions that are paid to UK tax residents,
applying from 6 April 2017, with one exception. In the
overseas pensions provisions, where the pension lump
sum is attributable to non-UK service prior to 6 April
2017, FSR may continue to apply to the extent that
entitlement to the lump sum had accrued prior to that
date. In other words, FSR for pension lump sums paid to
a UK tax resident is withdrawn from 6 April 2017 only,
whereas for termination payments it is withdrawn in its
entirety from 6 April 2018 for all UK resident taxpayers,
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other than seafarers.
The law itself is quite simple and extends to only a little
over two pages of draft law, more than half of which
is devoted to new provisions applying to UK resident
seafarers from 6 April 2018. The only other substantive
change, apart from the revised scope that will limit the
circumstances in which UK tax residents may benefit
from FSR, is a really clear cut-off date. S10(5) is specific
that this change in law can apply only to benefits and
payments received after 13 September 2017 and where
the employment is terminated on or after 6 April 2018.
This contrasts with the wider termination payments
law, which can only apply to payments made or benefits
provided on or after 6 April 2018, but which does not
appear to be limited quite so categorically to situations
where the employment ceased on or after 6 April 2018.
However, HMRC has since confirmed its intention to only
apply the new rules where the termination date and
payment date are both after 6 April 2018, and guidance
should be issued shortly confirming the approach to be
taken.
One caveat to add to the above, is that the law we all
think of as relating to termination payments can also
apply, at least in theory, to payments made in connection
with a change in the duties of a person’s employment, or
a change in the earnings from a person’s employment,
and in this case FSR can in principle continue to apply for
UK tax residents. However, in practice, the Courts have
consistently held, most famously in Hamblett v Godfrey,
that such payments fall within the general earnings
charge which takes priority over the law relating to
termination payments. It is, therefore, difficult to envisage
a situation where this is likely to apply.
For seafarers, two new clauses are added, s414B and
s414C that cater for full and partial FSR respectively.
Full FSR will apply where the seafarer’s foreign earnings
comprised:
(a) three-quarters or more of the whole period of service
ending with the date of termination, or

(b) if the period of service exceeded 10 years, the whole
of the last 10 years, or
(c) if the period of service exceeded 20 years, one-half or
more of that period, including any 10 of the last 20 years.
Where conditions for full FSR are not met, relief may
apply pro rata so that FSR applies to the proportion of
service out of total service that qualifies for the seafarer’s
foreign earnings deduction. The definition of foreign
service for s414B and s414C is narrower than that in s413
and s414, which allows taxpayers to combine tax years of
non-residence with tax years qualifying for a full foreign
earnings deduction. For s414B and 414C only tax years
for which a full foreign earnings deduction applied are
counted.
FSR – Split year issues
The most significant issue for non-seafarers is the
absence of any split year provisions. This may seem
quite sensible in the context of someone who is UK tax
resident at the beginning of the tax year, but during that
year has his UK employment terminated and takes up full
time employment abroad. Even were he to move abroad
before the employment formally ended and to receive
the payment while in the overseas part of the tax year, it
would seem reasonable for the UK to regard the payment
as a UK termination payment. There is, accordingly,
some rationale for denying FSR in these circumstances,
although that situation might have been managed better
by a targeted anti-avoidance rule.
It is less easy to see a justification for denying FSR in a
situation where an individual comes to the UK, possibly
for the first time ever, to work, having received a
termination payment in his home country before moving
to the UK. Under SRT, assuming such an individual has
more than 45 days in the UK in the tax year concerned,
it will be very easy for him to become UK tax resident,
especially if he meets the test for full time working in the
UK. In this case, even though the termination payment
was received in the overseas part of a split year, and the
underlying employment was nothing to do with the UK,
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the individual is denied FSR because he is misguided
enough to establish UK tax residence during the same tax
year.
This outcome feels particularly bizarre in the context
of how any general earnings payment from such an
employment would be treated. Assuming that the
individual had no UK duties in the overseas part of the
year, any general earnings payment, including a terminal
bonus, would be wholly outside the scope of UK tax.
Obviously the tax treatment of a payment is driven by
its character, rather by what it is called, but one might
imagine a certain amount of planning being done to avoid
having a termination payment in this situation. However,
this will only be possible, if the individual knows prior
to the termination of his employment that he is likely
to be coming to the UK subsequently and needs to plan
accordingly.
HMRC’s response in consultation was largely that double
tax treaties would resolve the potential double taxation
issues. There may be circumstances where they do so, but
this will not be universal, particularly if the individual was

previously tax resident in a non-treaty country such as
Brazil. Even where there is a treaty that has the potential
to apply, the extent to which it will help will depend
on how both the contracting states apply the treaty to
the situation in hand. So far HMRC has yet to issue any
commentary on the updated OECD Model commentary of
July 2014 that indicated that most termination payments
would fall within the employment income article. This
is urgently needed, as is some further consideration of
the sorts of positions employers are likely to face where
individuals come to the UK to work, having had an
employment terminated in the overseas part of the tax
year.
Some employees, who have more of a connection to the
UK, may realise the danger in becoming UK tax resident
later in a tax year and choose to defer the date of their
return until after the next 6 April. Equally, those who have
not had much connection to the UK previously may not
realise there is anything to declare on any termination
payment received before their arrival, so may come to
a more reasonable (if incorrect) answer by default and
simply not report anything. However, clients who are
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professionally advised will find themselves in a difficult
position, as their advisers will have to remind them of
the reporting obligations. This is likely to be particularly
tricky if there is no treaty position that might mitigate the
effect of UK domestic law, so that affected individuals are
left with a UK tax charge on a payment that was wholly
unrelated to UK service.
Employer’s NIC charge on termination payments in
excess of £30,000

a lot of cases, the improved PENP formula may allow
employers who routinely tax PILON to continue to do just
that without going through the PENP calculation, but care
will be needed wherever any salary sacrifice is involved.
For employers of internationally mobile executives the
challenges are likely to be even more significant.

PROFILE
Eleanor Meredith

There has been much debate about whether the
employer’s NIC charge on qualifying termination
payments would be a Class 1 employer only or Class
1A (which always is an employer only) charge. It was
confirmed in the December 2017 edition of HMRC’s
Employer Bulletin that it will be a Class 1A charge and
that it will be deferred until 6 April 2019.
It is assumed, although it is still not entirely clear, that
this Class 1A charge will have to be returned to HMRC
as part of the regular RTI submission for the month
in which the termination payment takes place. This is
likely to necessitate substantive amendment to payroll
software and systems that are currently designed to
support annual submissions in respect of Class 1A NIC
some three months after the end of the tax year. In the
circumstances, despite the confusion the deferral is
likely to create, it has to be welcomed as allowing some
opportunity for all the revisions likely to be required.
Discussions with HMRC suggest that the law applying
Class 1 NIC on any PENP that is reclassified as general
earnings is still expected to apply from 6 April 2018,
despite the deferral of the National Insurance Bill. It is
assumed that the intention is to impose the charge by
means of Statutory Instrument as no legislation has been
released, at least at the time of writing.

Eleanor is a director in Deloitte’s Tax Policy Group
where she provides technical support on all aspects of
employee taxation. She joined Deloitte in June 2016,
having performed similar roles for two other Big 4 firms
previously. She has more than 25 years’ experience in
tax and has specialised in various aspects of employee
taxation for most of that time. She is a Fellow of the
ICAEW and a member of the CIOT, having served as
a member of the Chartered Institute of Taxation’s
employment taxes technical sub-committee since March
2011. She also represents the CIOT at HMRC’s Expatriate
Tax Forum.

Conclusions
It is disappointing that the outcome of the reform of
this law is not just further cost for employers, but also
additional complexity and an administrative burden. In
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BASIC MISTAKES
ARE COSTLY!
Paul Tucker provides an overview of some
sensible systems and checks that should be
put in place
Employers should always be ready for a challenge from
HMRC. They should consider HMRC’s hot topics and also
ensure they have robust systems.
HMRC’s latest questionnaire highlights current hot topics.
Most of them are familiar. Basic mistakes often give rise
to large liabilities. HMRC could go back six years, they will
charge interest and could charge a penalty of up to 100%.
Employers should treat themselves to a health check.
Take a step back to consider. Are they in good health or is
there room to improve?

Another key question will be the application of the special
director’s NI rules. Employers have two choices. They may
apply the special rules from the start of the appointment.
Alternatively, they may use the normal rules, but they
must reconcile the position at the end of the tax year.
HMRC will also consider director’s expenses. In particular,
non-executive director travel and subsistence costs. Their
Booklet 490 clarifies their view that if all board meetings
are at one location then that will be the director’s
permanent workplace. If those are reimbursed they
should be subjected to tax and NI.
If an error has been made the employer needs to
consider who is bearing the risk. Typically, this is likely to
be the employer.
Payroll

I have set out below a note of some of HMRC’s hot
topics from their questionnaire. These, along with the
supplementary questions should enable you to consider
whether all is well with your business or your client’s
business or whether treatment is needed!

Who is responsible for the payroll? HMRC will expect
an employer to be in control, even if outsourcing. They
may undertake a sample check. There have been many
changes in the past few years (especially in relation to
statutory payments). When extrapolated, a basic mistake
could give rise to a sizable liability. Their questions
include:

Directors

•

HMRC often ask “who are they and how are they paid?”
HMRC’s first challenge is to understand the business.
They will want to know how directors are paid. A quick
check at Companies House will reveal to them current
director details. They will check who is paid via the payroll
and who is not.

•

Employers will need to explain payments to directors that
are off payroll (paid outside the scope of PAYE). HMRC
expects payments to directors to go through the payroll
(subject to tax and NI). The only potential exceptions
are payments via personal service companies and for
consultancy services (although both will come under
close scrutiny).

•

Have there been any payments of SMP, SPP, SAP or
ShPP?
If so, HMRC will expect employers to explain their
processes.
Are all statutory payments included within the payroll
and returned within the FPS?
If not, then again an explanation will be required.
Are any employees being paid below the National
Minimum Wage / National Living Wage?
With the naming and shaming regime it is vital that
employers are compliant. HMRC have significant
amounts of data at their disposal via their RTI system.
Errors could be costly both financially and also in
terms of damage to reputation.
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Off Payroll workers
Questions include:
•
•
•

How many workers are paid off payroll?
Do you use any workers on a casual basis?
Have any directors or employees been paid
consultancy fees?

HMRC are likely to require a full explanation of any
positive answers. They will also ask for the names and
amounts paid in the last 12 month period? Status is often
a grey area. Engagers must give each engagement due
consideration. They are responsible for determining the
tax status of a worker, not the worker. They will need
to explain their logic for reaching the conclusion that
payment may be made without the need to account for
tax and NI under PAYE. Engagers should also be familiar
with HMRC’s status tool.
Termination and redundancy payments
HMRC asks for details of payments made in the last 12
months. Employers must consider how the package has
been treated. They must be able to demonstrate that the
correct tax and NI treatment has been applied to each
element. HMRC are likely to sample check Settlement
Agreements and contracts.
Payment In Lieu Of Notice (“PILON”) is likely to be high
on their agenda. Given the complexity of the legislation
and the forthcoming changes this may well be an area
of potential exposure for employers. Equally, if an
overcautious approach has been taken, especially in
relation to PILON, they may be due a repayment.
Expenses and benefits
HMRC highlight the following for consideration and
potentially further examination.
•

Payment of round sum allowances

Their main objective is to understand why the employer is
making the payments. The employer will need to explain

their rules and how they monitor claims (including any
sampling). If they are being paid free of tax and NI they
will need to explain why. If they are unable to satisfy
HMRC they may face a significant liability.
•

Phone or broadband costs

Mixed use is the potential problem here. Typically HMRC
will be looking for employee contracts. The costs are
not usually high, but the tax and NI treatment are often
messy. What is being reimbursed?
•

Entertaining

Employers must distinguish between business and staff
entertaining. Record keeping and expense description
is key. HMRC’s concerns usually centre around staff
entertaining. Employers must be able to explain why any
staff entertaining costs have been treated as tax and NI
exempt. In many cases employers include taxable staff
entertaining on their PAYE Settlement Agreement. HMRC
may check those calculations and the application of any
exemptions.
•

Home to work travel

With increasingly flexible working arrangements,
employers should regularly review their employee’s
permanent workplace. They need to ensure they are
not reimbursing ordinary commuting costs (or indeed
accommodation near the permanent workplace). HMRC
will be looking in particular at employees who have more
than one permanent workplace and those that work from
home as a matter of personal convenience.
•

Company car and van fuel

Employers who make mistakes with a fuel benefit
charge typically pay the tax that is due to HMRC on the
employee’s behalf. The grossing up basis makes that very
costly.
Employers should take great care with this issue. They
must consider how business fuel is reimbursed. If there is
no fuel benefit shown on a P11D they will need to explain
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why not. If an employee uses a company fuel card or a
company credit card do they make good private fuel? If
so how do they do that? Do employees maintain mileage
records? How accurate are mileage records? Remember,
it only takes one private mile for a fuel benefit charge to
arise.
•

face of a potentially large liability.

PROFILE
Paul Tucker

Company vehicles (including pool vehicles)

Again, another high profile area. What employees are
provided with company vehicles for private use? Are they
all shown on P11Ds? What vehicles are not included on
P11Ds and why not? Are records available to demonstrate
the tax and NI treatment adopted? Are mileage records
maintained? Are hire cars used and how is any private use
monitored? Where are pool vehicles kept overnight? Are
all pool vehicle conditions met?
•

Salary sacrifice

HMRC expects employers to provide details of all salary
sacrifice arrangements. The new Optional Remuneration
Arrangements rules were introduced from 6 April 2017.
Under the new rules employers need to consider not only
salary sacrifice, but also any benefit where there is an
option to take something else instead (for example car
or cash). The rules are complex and employers should
carefully review their benefit packages (including exempt
benefits). Employers should also consider any renewals
or changes to ensure they do not fall foul of HMRC’s new
rules.
•

Paul is part of Smith & Williamson’s employment tax and
incentives team. He has extensive experience, having
spent over 30 years working in tax and advises clients on
all aspects of employment tax and national insurance,
providing practical and technical support. His expertise
includes opportunity spotting, risk management, tax
compliance and negotiating with HMRC to minimise
penalties following disclosures and visits.
Paul can be contacted via email: paul.tucker@
smithandwilliamson.com or by telephone: 0117 376
2129.

Overseas employees

Given the complexity of international taxation and
social security, HMRC will pay particular attention to any
employees who are seconded from a subsidiary, parent or
associated company and any employees working abroad
on assignment.
It is far better for an employer to take a step back, review
their arrangements to ensure they are not making
careless mistakes, rather than bury their heads in the
sand and await a call from HMRC and be staring in the
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MAKING WORKRELATED TRAINING
WORK
Susan Ball looks at the alternatives: tax
exemptions or reliefs
On 1 December 2017, HMRC published the response
to its ‘Taxation of employee expenses call for evidence’,
which closed last summer. As part of the government
response, four measures were announced in the
Autumn Budget 2017, one of which being that HMRC
will consult on extending the scope of tax relief available
to employees (and the self-employed) for work-related
training costs.
Complexities in the UK tax system mean that the
availability of tax relief depends on who is paying for the
training and what the training is designed to achieve.
Through ‘Considering the Industrial Strategy: building
a Britain fit for the future (November 2017)’, and the
OECD Study of Taxation and Skills (April 2017) it is clear
that there is a role for tax but there are many challenges
as well. For those of us with long memories, a previous
attempt was made in the 1990s with tax relief for
vocational training.
So I would encourage all interested parties to respond
during the HM Treasury and HMRC consultation period. It
might be helpful in the meantime to remind ourselves of
the current rules and the difference between those who
are employed or self-employed.
What are the current rules for employees?
Employees are not taxed as a benefit in kind on any
benefit that they may receive, if their employer sends
them on ’work related training’, providing that the
employer incurs the cost of the course, or reimburses it.
However difficulties arise because not all training is

deemed ’work related’; just because an employer pays for
it, HMRC does challenge cases it thinks do not meet the
exemption.
What is work-related training?
For tax purposes it is defined in s250 ITEPA 2003 as any
training course or other activity which is designed to
impart, instill, improve or reinforce any knowledge, skills,
or personal qualities which:
•
•

are, or are likely to prove, useful to the employee
when performing his/her duties
will qualify or better qualify the employee to
undertake the employment, or to participate in
charitable or voluntary activities arising through the
employment.

Therefore a wide range of practical and/or theoretical
skills will qualify for exemption so long as the skills are
relevant to the employee.
If the training qualifies then the associated expenses may
also qualify for tax relief such as the costs of travel to and
from the course and any training materials needed.
This can result in claw back clauses in employment
contracts if employees leave their employment before the
employer believes they have received the full benefit of
paying for the training.
When might an employee’s training not be allowable
for tax purposes?
This can occur where the employee incurs the cost
of work-related training and is not reimbursed by an
employer. While they can try and obtain a tax deduction
under s336 ITEPA 2003, making a successful claim is very
difficult under this particularly rigid section.
An employee may only claim a deduction under this
section if the expense is incurred ’wholly exclusively
and necessarily’ in the performance of the duties of
employment.
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It has been decided in the courts over the years that
many training courses do not meet the test so no
deduction would be due. Certain roles however can claim
a tax deduction via completing a P87 or a tax return.
These cases often occur when an employee undertakes a
research period or training phase of their career, during
which the attendance at external courses represents an
intrinsic part of the duties of the employment.
In the case of Revenue & Customs Commissioners v. Dr
Piu Banerjee ([2010] EWCA Civ. 843), the Court of Appeal
accepted that a deduction for training costs incurred
by an employee should be allowed if the employee was
employed on a training contract where training was
an intrinsic contractual duty of the employment (see
HMRC manuals EIM32530 & EIM32546,) and where any
personal benefit would be incidental and not therefore
give rise to a dual purpose of the expenditure.
HMRC’s manual at EIM32530 provides guidance on the
requirements for claiming training costs and in practice
this means that it is hard for many employees although
those in certain professions, such as healthcare often can

meet the strict criteria.
To assist employees some employers historically offered
salary sacrifice schemes for work-related training. But the
new rules on Optional Remuneration from 6 April 2017
have impacted such arrangements.
What about scholarship income?
Although the existence of Section 776 IT(TOI)A 2005 as
an exempting section suggests that scholarship income of
the holder of the award would otherwise be chargeable
to tax, this is not necessarily the case.
If the sums concerned are taxable as earnings from an
office or employment the ’scholarship income’ is likely to
be chargeable to income tax on the holder. The concepts
of ’earnings’ and ’scholarship income’ are mutually
exclusive. However, if there is no office or employment
then the income cannot be taxable as employment
income. For example, student maintenance grants made
available by grant awarding bodies do not constitute
taxable income. This is because no income tax liability
arises on first principles.
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Statement of Practice 4/86: academic years commencing
on and after 1 September 2007, which can be found at
EIM06237, sets out the circumstances when payments
made by an employer to an employee for periods of
attendance on a full-time course (including sandwich
courses) can be exempted from income tax as scholarship
income.

employee who has personally incurred the same or
similar expense.

What are the current rules for self-employed?

Susan Ball

This consultation is therefore welcome and we have
to hope that government’s mantra of fairness and
simplification results in improvements for all.

PROFILE

Individuals who are trading as a self-employed, need to
consider if the training is revenue or capital in nature
looking at the facts, and taking exactly the same approach
as it would for any other cost.
HMRC views: “Where attendance at a course is intended
to give business proprietors new expertise, knowledge or
skills which they lack, it brings into existence an intangible
asset which is of enduring benefit to the business. We
take the view that the expenditure is therefore of a
capital nature, and deduction is prohibited by ICTA88/S74
(f) (now s.33 ITTOIA 2005).
“On the other hand, where attendance is merely to
update expertise etc. which proprietors already possess,
the expenditure is normally regarded as revenue
expenditure and will be deductible if it satisfies the
`wholly and exclusively for the purposes of the trade’ test
in ICTA88/S74 (a) (now s.34 ITTOIA 2005).”
Therefore CPD would be updating expertise, should be
considered revenue and if it satisfies the `wholly and
exclusively’ an allowable expense.

Susan is a Partner and National Head of Employers
Advisory Services at Crowe Clark Whitehill. She is a
member of the Council of the Chartered Institute of
Tax. She has more than 30 years’ experience working
extensively in the employment tax/NIC and reward field.
Susan currently advises clients in the not for profit and
private sectors providing practical and technical support
on the management of employment costs (tax and NIC),

HMRC’s commentary can be found at BIM37035 and
BIM35660

planning, compliance, risk and reward together with
engagement and communication. Susan can be contacted
at susan.ball@crowecw.co.uk or at +44 (0)20 7842 7238

Conclusion
The taxes legislation therefore sets out to discriminate
between eligibility of tax relief simply because an
employer is prepared to incur the expense of behalf
of an employee, or where a sole trader has incurred
the expense; and yet denies the claim for relief by an
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COMPANY CARS:
NOW AND THE
FUTURE...
David Chandler looks at the practicality
of providing employees with a means of
transport
Writing for the Tax Voice means we need to focus on
the facts and technical issues. However, when providing
advice direct to clients we’re often asked also to try
and “predict” the future (or at the very least provide
an opinion). In some areas that is often easier said than
done. Where company cars are concerned, of late this
has become markedly more difficult. Which is why I’ve
decided to keep a closer eye on my crystal ball.
Company cars seems to have undergone some of the
most impactful changes over the last 18 months and in
addition there are fairly radical changes coming over the
next few years. As professionals advising in this space we
have never seen such a period of change.
In an attempt to provide a degree of clarity I thought I
would try and summarise some of those changes whilst
opining on what the crystal ball shows.
Do people still choose company cars?
Yes, although the number of company cars has decreased
over the last 10 years, there are still somewhere around
three-quarters of a million people taking company cars.
Graph 1 shows the total tax and NIC “take” on company
cars compared to the number of people reported to have
one on their P11D. By April 2016, according to HMRC,
there were 960 thousand company cars. But many
analysists suggest numbers have fallen sharply since.
There are many companies who still offer company cars
to employees, especially those who need them to do
their jobs, although there are no tax breaks for those with
high business mileage so the tax and NIC charge is the

same as for employees who receive the car entirely as a
“perk” of their jobs.
Amazingly, some employees still receive the benefit of
free private fuel in a company car. Graph 2 shows how
the total number of employees taking the benefit has
fallen over 10 years, whilst the total tax and NIC take has
remained pretty constant.
What is the latest on the current BiK rates?
Currently we have some of the highest tax charges for
company cars we’ve ever seen. For a number of years the
government encouraged people to adopt cars with low
emission of CO2 and this has worked as a policy.
A typical diesel car with 119 grams of CO2 will have a
tax charge of 25% this year (2017/18). Next year this
will be 28% and the year after 31% - rates that were
previously reserved for the ‘gas guzzlers’. These include
the additional 1% tax charge on all diesels (the diesel
supplement is now 4%) that was announced during the
Autumn budget last year. Over four years you could pay
tax on 116% of the List Price – numbers that are quite
staggering (during the same period the car will depreciate
by only 50-75%, or thereabouts).
Then there are the new rules on real world testing (WLTP)
that are expected to come in by 2020 (which still remain a
little vague). Initial thoughts are that they will likely push
up CO2 ratings although the impact could be mitigated as
a lot of cars will by then be taxed at the maximum rate of
37%.
What’s the deal with OpRA?
OpRA has been covered in many articles over the last
18months. It is worth mentioning that where cars and
cash allowances are concerned, HMRC are yet to fully
address clients’ practical questions. Due to the speed
of implementation a number of issues remain a little
unclear. Some of these include:
•

HMRC clarified that under salary sacrifice you only
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Graph 1

Graph 2
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•

•

take account of the finance element of providing a
car with CO2 in excess of 75g/km, however what
does that mean in practice? Do we include RFL,
maintenance, insurance, administration costs just
to mention a few (and can leasing companies even
provide this data?). The latest guidance is to use
a “just and reasonable basis”; one would hope
that HMRC won’t reject clients’ computations just
because they don’t agree with them given the lack of
guidance.
There is also a similar question on how clients need
to look at their cash allowances where employees
have a choice between a car and cash, increased
administration for minimal tax increase.
Latest guidance also confirmed that now HMRC are
trying to capture car policies that pay AMAPs and
variable cash (such as the employee car ownership
schemes). Given grandfathering provisions only last
12months for cash schemes, this has left employers
and employees in a difficult space – many employees
will have started contracts when the rule change was
first announced, and these contracts often cannot be
broken without expensive charges.

very attractive as company cars. The government have
announced huge investment in electric cars so whatever
your view, they are coming: that’s a certainty. The big
question for me is will those rates last? With all my years
in tax when there is a tax gap the government usually try
and plug it, that’s what the crystal ball is saying anyway.
What does this all mean?
Companies need to juggle that difficult act of managing
the short-term minefield, whilst having one eye on the
future and ensuring a robust and future-proofed policy
moving forwards.

PROFILE
David Chandler

In summary lots of confusion – salary sacrifice, cash
allowances, employee car ownership schemes, OpRA,
increasing tax BiK rates, new testing regimes... it’s enough
to turn companies away from cars (and there’s evidence
that’s exactly what’s happening).
Is it all bad news?
In simple terms, no. In just over 2 years, electric cars will
attract a 2% BiK tax charge, for the tax year 2018/19 the
BiK charge is 13%, then it increases in 2019/20 to 16%
before dropping back to 2% from 6 April 2020. That’s a
pretty big attraction for electric vehicles.
Hybrids under 50g/km will attract a similarly attractive
rate for those with big ranges when on electric power
only (2% rate for those vehicles with a range of 130 miles
or more).

David Chandler has almost 20 years of Employment Tax
experience covering practice, industry and dealing with
HMRC – helping clients to manage their compliance,
planning and tax risks. The majority of his career in the
big 4, he focuses on using technology to help deliver
tools and services to clients in the Employment Tax and
HR arena, especially around company cars, benefits and
communication to employees. David can be contacted at
gunnercookeConsulting on 07768 710 545

In no time at all hybrid and electric cars are going to be
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MILEAGE
ALLOWANCES
Peter Moroz provides updates on some
issues regarding mileage allowances
Electric vehicles
A year ago, I wrote about business mileage for electric
cars:
“How much can I pay an employee for his business
mileage in an electric company car without causing a tax
problem?”
This was the question put to me by a client. It related
to a company car being charged at home. The answer
would have been simple for an employee owned vehicles
charged at home because the AMAPs rate of 45ppm
would apply.
The client wanted to pay a mileage rate for business
mileage and could not find the rate to use in the HMRC
literature. In fact, HMRC explicitly state that their
company car Advisory Fuel Rates (AFR) can’t be used for
electric vehicles, (although curiously, they can be used for
hybrid vehicles; even if the driver mainly uses the electric
motor rather than the petrol engine!).
In brief, my conclusion a year ago was that the employer
could use a calculated rate based on the cost of electricity
to the driver. Carrying through a hypothetical calculation,
this came to about 6 pence per mile.
Of course, it would be handy if that rate were added to
the official list of AFR figures which already include petrol,
diesel and LPG powered vehicles.
I was therefore encouraged to hear that, in his Autumn
Budget the Chancellor mentioned electric cars. However,
disappointingly this particular issue was not what was
addressed. All he did was indicate that the Government
would legislate in the 2018/19 Finance Bill to exempt

employer provided electricity from being taxed from April
2018 for workplace charging of employee owned electric
/ hybrid vehicles.
This will presumably mirror the relief given in S149(4)
ITEPA 2003:
“References to fuel in this section [i.e. company cars] to
fuel do not include any facility or means for supplying
electrical energy or any energy for a car which cannot in
any circumstance emit CO2 by being driven.”
This will only address a separate anomaly; namely that if
you charge your company electric car at work, there is no
tax charge whereas for an employee owned vehicle using
the same charging point; there is a tax charge (at least
there will be until April 2018). The basis of the charge
is not clear- presumably someone has to look at the
company’s electricity bill and somehow apportion it!
The proposed change will not address the problem of
paying for business mileage for company electric cars and,
so I am still stuck with my calculated estimate to arrive at
about 6pm as being reasonable.
Do you remember the Total People case?
Lots of companies have lodged claims for the repayment
of NIC where their car allowance drivers had business
mileage and the drivers were consequently able to claim
Mileage Allowance Relief on their tax return. The level
of Mileage Allowance Relief a driver can claim for tax
purposes cannot exceed 45p per business mile (25ppm
if the mileage exceeds 10,000) less any amount already
paid tax free to the driver. The maximum relief for NIC is
always 45p per business mile.
The claims for reimbursement of NIC effectively provide
for a mirroring of the tax relief enjoyed by the driver. This
is done by reducing the amount of NIC charged on the
cash allowances or fuel card expenses if any, paid by the
company.
However, HMRC have been reluctant to make any
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repayments of NIC.
Their contention is that for NIC to be refunded, the car
allowance/ fuel card expense must fall into the definition
of Relevant Motoring Expenditure (RME). This is provided
in SI 2001/1004 Reg 22A(3):

given below which is why some companies are perhaps
closer than others, to negotiating refunds for prior years.
On a reading of (c), it looks like a very broad definition
which would include car allowances. Many companies
have a car allowance policy that:

A payment is relevant motoring expenditure if,

•

a) It is a mileage allowance payment as per s229(2) ITEPA
2003 (i.e. an AMAPs payment); or

•

b) It would be such a payment but for the fact that it is
paid to another for the benefit of the employee; or

•

c) It is any form of payment, except a payment in kind,
made by or on behalf of the employer, and made to
the benefit of the employee in respect of the use by the
employee of a qualifying vehicle.
HMRC refuse to accept that car allowances fall within this
definition unless there is a direct linkage between total
miles driven and allowance paid to each employee. In our
view such an assertion is not supported for the reasons

•

Stipulates the kind of vehicle that can be driven on
company business;
Indicates that the car allowance covers certain
expenditure incurred by the driver such as servicing,
Road Fund Licence, MOT, business insurance;
Indicates it is (unlike salary) a non-pensionable
payment designed to enable the driver to meet costs
incurred in providing their own vehicle.
Indicates that car allowances may cease if there is a
breach in the policy or loss of driving licence or there
is no car being used by the driver.

All of these are indicators that the reason the car
allowance is paid is for the driver to finance and use their
own car. The car allowance is not just “extra salary”.
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However, HMRC contend that if the car allowance was
not set (and regularly reviewed) by reference to the
anticipated private & business miles to be driven and by
reference to the type of vehicle driven, then it cannot be
RME. This is even though their own manuals admit that
a reimbursement or a payment towards MOT, Road Fund
Licence, insurance or servicing costs are indeed RME.

PROFILE
Peter Moroz

Needless to say, there are many companies which
disagree with the HMRC view, as the legislation makes no
mention of any test to link a payment to anticipated car
use for it to be RME. Instead the law just says that the
definition of RME includes “any form of payment for the
use of the vehicle”.
HMRC have shown a certain reluctance to debate some
of the technical points presented indicating that they will
supply detailed points on their legal opinion when the
matter comes before Tribunal.
This sounds as if they very much expect the matter to
come to Tribunal. If this is true, then it is disappointing
that many companies have received letters requesting
extensive further data on their car allowances in tight
deadlines. Some may perceive that the tone of the letters
is such that if they fail to meet these challenges, HMRC
are pressurising them into withdrawing their claim.
Our view is that if companies agree to disagree with
HMRC on what constitutes “a payment for the use of
a vehicle” then it should be for the Courts to decide.
Any pressure to withdraw claims in advance of such a
clarification is therefore probably best resisted.

Senior partner at Innovation and a specialist on Cars;
Tax & Mileage Tracking with knowledge and experience
including change management / communication strategy,
project implementations, presentation skills, technical
detail on tax & NIC and has advised on areas as diverse
as expatriate tax, PAYE investigations, incentives and
benefits, pension plans, US tax, social security, and
the design of compensation packages and termination
agreements. Peter can be contacted on 07881 517 807 or
by e-mail on peter.moroz@innovationllp.com
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YOUR EMPLOYMENT
TAX VOICE
Employment Tax Voice is also published on the
Tax Adviser website

Members will be able to access Employment Taxes
Voice, together with its related articles at
taxadvisermagazine.com.
Publishing on the web will allow us to provide more
information to members as well as reaching a wider
audience but we would really like to hear your feedback.
What do you find useful? What do you want more (or
less) of? – please email us at
technical@ciot.org.uk
The taxadvisermagazine website has undergone a
revamp recently and now has an easy to search function
for Employment Tax content under the ‘Feature’
and ‘Technical’ tabs. You can also access Tax Adviser
magazine via the NewsStand app on a variety of smart
devices. The app can be found on the Apple Store
(under Tax Adviser (CIOT)) and the App Store via Google
Play.
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CONSULTATIONS AND SUBMISSIONS
Employment Taxes submissions February 2017 – present

CIOT
Draft FB17 Clauses 32, 34, 35 - Disguised remuneration

21/02/2017

www.tax.org.uk/ref267
Draft FB17 Clause 1 - IR35

24/02/2017

www.tax.org.uk/ref265
Draft Legislation: The Social Security (Miscellaneous Amendments) Regulations 2017

24/02/2017

www.tax.org.uk/ref283
Draft FB17 Clause 2: Salary sacrifice

15/03/2017

www.tax.org.uk/ref266
Independent Review of Employment Practices in the Modern Economy (Taylor Review)

17/05/2017

www.tax.org.uk/ref320
Fraud on provision of labour in construction sector: consultation on VAT and other policy options

09/06/2017

www.tax.org.uk/ref294
Taxation of employee expenses call for evidence

10/07/2017

www.tax.org.uk/ref299
Draft legislation: tackling disguised remuneration - avoidance schemes ‘Employment income provided
through third parties’
www.tax.org.uk/ref363
Termination payments: removal of foreign service relief

25/10/2017

25/10/2017

www.tax.org.uk/ref364
Extra-statutory concessions (ESCs) - technical consultation on draft legislation

09/11/2017

www.tax.org.uk/ref367
Draft legislation: The Income Tax (Pay As You Earn) Regulations 2017

28/11/2017

www.tax.org.uk/ref393
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Penalties for enablers of defeated tax avoidance

30/11/2017

www.tax.org.uk/ref377
Consultation on the Business Risk Review (Large Business Compliance - enhancing our risk assessment
approach)
www.tax.org.uk/ref369
Draft Legislation: the Pension Schemes (Application of UK Provisions to Relevant Non-UK Schemes)
(Amendment) Regulations 2018
www.tax.org.uk/ref417
Draft legislation: Simplification of PAYE Settlement Agreements

06/12/2017

15/12/2017

23/02/2018

www.tax.org.uk/ref429

ATT
Draft FB17 Clause 2 Schedule 2: Optional remuneration arrangements

24/01/2017

www.att.org.uk/ref189
Making Tax Digital - sanctions for late submission and late payment

08/06/2017

www.att.org.uk/ref254
Taxation of employee expenses call for evidence

10/07/2017

www.att.org.uk/ref256
Penalties for enablers of defeated tax avoidance

29/11/2017

www.att.org.uk/ref273
What is good guidance

15/12/2017

www.att.org.uk/ref277
Draft legislation: Simplification of PAYE Settlement Agreements

20/02/2018

www.att.org.uk/ref286
Making Tax Digital: interest harmonisation and sanctions for late payment

01/03/2018

www.att.org.uk/ref278
To contact the Technical officers:
Employment Taxes, Matthew Brown, please email: matthewbrown@ciot.org.uk
To contact Helen Thornley, the ATT technical officer dealing with these matters, please email: hthornley@att.org.uk
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CONTACT US
Suggestions?
If you have any suggestions for further
articles, please let us know:
technical@ciot.org.uk
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